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Basketball Coach Were Rewarded

Anniversary In Massachusetts

Medals were awarded to 23 dis- |
The Farmers’ Home Administra
"Good Till the Last Drop." That
tinguished
Military Students at a ■
tion
will
open
a
new
office
in
Rock

is what local Scouters said of the
military
ceremony
conducted in the
land,
Dec.
1.
It
is
anntunced
by
Saturday-Sunday 'Third Session,"
At 6.30 Tuesday night the Thorn- he showed such an active interest
Rev. and Mrs. Robert L. Sheaf f oi also been director of missionary
university
field
house
Monday.
j
Homer
F.
Worcester,
State
FHA
of the Leaders' Training Course
schools in Georgia and North Caro
dike Hotel piano resounded to the in sports that everybody knew him
Distinguished
Military
Students
j
in which they are participating. Waldoboro will observe their 66th lina and has been district superin director, who also stated that Dari
strains of For He's a Jolly Good nnd when the concern moved to
Present were Theodore Sylvester, wedding anniversary Monday at tendent of schools in Norridgewalk us D. Joy, Jr., formerly county su
the heart of Main street his office are members of the advanced j
pervisor in Portland, will direct the Fellow," played by Mrs. Dane S.
George Robishaw, Laurence Plum the home of their son and daughter- and Waldoboro.
course RCTC designated by the
mer, Miles Sawyer H. E. Crozier, in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Charles W.
professor of military science and
They have another son. Harold new office in the capacity of county Newman and 85 persons united in
singing that familiar song, as down
C. A. Monteith, Albert Huntley, Shealf in Wakefield. Mass., where M. of NorWalk, Conn., and a daugh supervisor.
tactics. They must possess outstand
The new county cffice, which will the aisle came William J. Sullivan,
Wilbur Senter, Harold Whitehill. they are passing the Winter.
ing qualities of leadership, high
ter, Mrs. Henry I. Turner of Port
moral character, and definite apti
Rockland; Willis Munroe and’ The couple were married Nov. 28, land; also 12 grandchildren and 26 be the 12th FHA installation in escorted by Osgood A. Gilbert, gen
Maine, will serve both Lincoln and eral chairman of the testimonial
tude for the military service. They
Sandy Adams of Camden.
1883 in Skowhegan by the late Rev. great grandchildren.
must also creditably accomplish all
Scheduled to start at 2 p. m. Sat- ; A. J. Rackliff. Rev. Mr. Sheafi, a
Rev. Mr. Sheaff who is 86 and Knox Counties, both of which were banquet given in Mr. Sullivan's
academic and
military require
urday, Leaders wetia coming and I graduate of Bowdoin College and Mrs. Sheaff, 83, have passed 26 previously served by the Augusta honor.
The occasion marked the con
ments. Selections are given final 4b—
going, to and frofn Gatcombe’s i ihe Bangor Theological Seminary, years in Waldoboro. They reside and Belfast offices.
approval by the president of the
The office will be located on the clusion of the latter's 30 years of
Campground as their personal ' has held pastoratess in Maine .New during the Winter with their son
Local coffee drinkers who down
university.
third floor of the city building and service as a member of the Rock
schedules permitted, dampened in Hampshire and Vermont. He has in Wakefield.
anywhere from five to 20 cups a
Distinguished Military Students day. will be pleased to learn, that
will employ one clerk-typist in ad land City Council and the Rock
clothing, but not in spirits.
land High School girls’ basketball
upon graduation from the univer there will be no immediate short
Early arrivals laid out the camp,
tough gentlemen and a lady to dition to a county supervisor.
sity become Distinguished Military age of their favorite beverage.
Upon taking over his new job, j team. It was sponsored by the ’
^erected tents, dug latrines, gath
match, who live by backing horses.
Graduates and may make applica
Mr. Joy will be responsible for j following working committee from
And the fun begins.
ered firewood, and carried water.
tion for direct regular army com
making,
supervising
and
servicing
Ward
5.
the
voting
precinct
so
long
An English fisherman by the
Beds were made, provisions stored, All Reserved Seats Sold For
Most of the fun is centered on
missions as second lieutenants.
name of Rose was certainly en
the character of Erwin himself— real estate and operating loans un- | anc* so ably served by the guest of
and finally the campfire lighted for
Camden’s Thanksgivig
Among those receiving medals titled to the three perch he caught.
his utter lack of interest in the der the Farm Ownership, Insured honor
cooking and all night warmth, with
Night Show
was Kenneth A. Chatto of Rock When an airplane crashed on the
Mrs. Ruth Sanborn, Mrs. Cheever 1
happenings which are driving the Mortgage. Farm Housing and Pro
aid of a reflector.
land.
Broadway comes to Camden Op others nearly crazy with excite duction and subsistence programs Ames. Mrs. Pauline Bosse, Miss
opposite side of the river from
Each Scouter tried out his pet
I
Gloria Witham, Mrs. Ruth Fogarty.
where he was fishing this is what
theory In cooking both in the man era House Thanksgiving Night, ment; his perpetual worry lest his of the FHA in the two counties.
he did:
From 1933-1947, Joy, a graduate John Richardson. William Koster,)
ners and dish. Biscuits were baked when the National Drama Guild escapade should lose him his job;
Donald
Haskell,
James
Connellan.
■
William
J.
Sullivan,
who
was
Stripped and swam 100 yards
his
pathetic
bewilderment
when
of
the
University
of
Maine's
Col

„ in a homemade “reflector oven; ’, presents "Three Men on a Horse,”
accorded extraordinary honors.
meat, potatoes, onion and bacon tbe riotous comedy about "Erwin ’, things go wrong, and his artless lege of agriculture where he ob Arthur Doherty. Frederick Farns
Nelson Semi-Pros To Meet across the flooded river: ripped off
a wing of the wrecked plane to re
. pressure-cooked in sheets of alumi- 1 the little man who somehow can surprise when they go right.
tained a BS degree in animal hus worth, Gerald Margeson. Walter Became a sort of clearing house
Brooks’ Chevrolet Here
lease the pilot and a passenger;
._ .
. „ ,
bandry, served at FHA Co-opera Morse and E. L. Brown.
w nun foil, steak sizzled in fry pans, pick the winners.
for devotees of all kinds of games.
Dec.
4
made first-aid splints from pieces
The
feast
provided
by
the
hotel
tive
and
Area
specialist,
assisting
coffee brewed over open fire, and
Curtain time is 8 p. m., and a big
.„ .
•»__ •_
i "Eventually he became coach for
Nelson Brothers semi-pro bas of a fence; trotted one and a half
county supervisors throughout the had roast beef as its main dish. I
many other taste-tempting dishes crowd is ’ expected. The play will I
winding up with toothsome straw- , t*le High School girls' basketball ketball outfit will open its season miles in his underwear to get an
prparedand quickly consumed by benefit the Camden-Rockport Lions Prints and Reproductions State in program management.
berry shortcake. The centerpiece team and then and there placed with Brooks Chevrolet of Bath at ambulance; helped the ambulance
hungry Scouters as part of the Club Crippled Children's Fund, and
Will Be Loaned Schools
airman Vernon
Packard an
Halls Wptp SnmrispH at the head table was a most at* Rocklalld °n lhe map, w*th a the Community Building Sunday. men get the two injured men off
course.
Desiring Them
to a hospital.
.
la a TY eic OUipr SC
tractive* combination
of yellow claimant for State championship Dec. 4.
After the evening "jam session" nounced last night at the Lions
—o—
flowers,
contributed
by
Walter
honors
in
a
great
majority
of
the
The
Bath
aggregation
features
It was announced teday that the
on knots, and other ideas for build meeting that all reserved seats
I have been taken to task sev
St. George Couple Honor Morse.
30 years he officiated. He rose to Squeak Irish, Bub Smith and Har
ing a Scout program, which lasted have been sold. Rush seats are going Farnsworth Museum will prepare
eral times for misnaming the date
Guests
At
Party
In
the
j
The
chorus
singing
was
directed
special
heights
the
season
that
his
old
Cornish,
stars
of
the
'47
Morse
well into the night, all turned in, very fast, and more chairs may be small exhibitions of prints and re
of the big November storm of 1898.
by Robert D. McCarty, with Mrs. : girls beat Jimmy Connellan's Port- High Squad. The locals offer Don
Grange Hall
or "tuned in," for nothing but an added to the auditorium.
Mrs. Mae Stanley of Friendship
productions
from
its
collections
for
Newman
at
the
piano.
land
team
in
Spear
block.
McLellan,
Don
Marsh.
Bob
Teel.
Wallace Acton, star of the play,
occasional snore was heard from
Mr. and Mrs. True A. Hall of St.
knows that it was Nov. 26, [the
General Chairman Osgood A.
“His method of coaching was not Billy Holden, Bucky Murgita and
the group till 8 a. m—then Reveille, has won acclaim for his portrayal the use of schools in this area. The George were honor guests at a
storm started that night] because
;
Gilbert
called
the
meeting
to
order,
the
blustery,
tough
guy,
kind
so
A1 Bartlett, all '47 tournament she moved into her home thsft day.
by arrival of an Inspecting Scouter. • °f “Erwin” both on and off Broad- material may oe hung in the cdlass- post-nuptial shower Wednesday
Breakfast of fruit, bacon, eggs,I way. The cast is recruited from rocm or library any may be used as night at the St. George Grange Hall j explained its purpose and intro- often resorted to by most coaches, team members at Rockland High.
The Nelsons have whipped Cam
doughnuts, and coffee was soon | Broadway through the American a visual aid by the teachers. By this given by Mrs. Marianne Skooglund, duced as toastmaster, Frank A. but his softspoken words were comDon’t try to mail Christmas cards
over. Classes on hiking methods., Theatre Wing, which is encourag- means students who otherwise could Mrs. Lillian Brown and Mrs. Faith Winslow long time friend and asso- mands not to be disregarded. I den Legion and Thomaston Legion under a cent and one-half stamp
sessions
which this year. They are relics of the
and safety; knife and axe use and ' in= the production of top-notch not visit Rockland will be able to Brown. There were 60 guests in ciate of the guest of honor. Mr. used to chide him for spending so in scrimmage
past, so don’t even ask for them at
care; compass orienteering; judging PlaVs in the small communities make use of the collections
the cluding neighbors, members of the Winslow presented as the prdlimin-many years with the kids, but what brought out lopsided scores,
inary speakers, former Mayors Ed- did he say?
The first game offered in the af- the stamp window.
of height and distance; and fire throughout the country. This cul- museum.
Grange and friends.
ward R. Veazie, Charles M. Rich"‘I had rather have the liking ternoon will be between the Cambuilding and cooking occupied the, tura' project has won wide atten
This service is without charge
The couple were completely surA Williow street man is mourning
ardson, Edwin L. Brown, Laforest
andrespect of those young folks | den YMCA and the Rockland
tion the past year.
and
any
teachers
interested
insemorning ,hours.
j prised when they were met at the
the loss of a pair of pantaloons, a
A. Thurston and Albert C. Me- than all the other honors that' National Guard.
Erwin Trowbridge, little unassum curing an exhibition should com
The noon meals were soon "out of
door by Frank Dowling of Rock
Loon; E. Carl Moran, author of the sports can offer.' And he certainly
While there is a tentative game ' jacket, a shirt and a cap, stolen
this world,” and the final duty of ing man, finds himself without ex municate with the museum.
land, master of ceremonies, who
in the offing with the cadet squad from his hallway the other night.
Recently presented to the Farns conducted them to the stage to the
all Scout Campers followed—that of pectation and against his will, in a
position of grandeur and import worth Museum by Harry T. Gushee
m«w of the new City Council; Jesse
Between his office work, his of the Maine Maritime Academy, Polite thieies usually confine their
camp clean-up, and breaking camp.
strains of the traditional wedding
ance. Hs is as diffident a little of Camden is the painting "The
Bradstreet, who succeeded Mr. coaching and his attendance upon the date has not as yet been set. efforts to clotheslines.
And if there is any doubt in your
march played by Mrs. Skooglund.
creature as was ever exploited by Fangs’ of Lake Megunticook by J.
j Moran as chairman of the City many games Bill Sullivan has found according to the Nelson manage
mind whether the Scouters enjoyed
A radio program followed with
The Broadway cat which plays
a grasping employer and bullied by C. Miles, who worked in this area
j Council; Osgood A. Gilbert, the time to take an active part in poli- ment.
this session of a Training Course.
the bride and groom being asked
the
piano (at midnight) has noth
his in-laws.
i present chairman of the City Coun- tics, so much 90 that he has been
The locals are looking for better
late in the last century.
Just ask your favorite Scout Leader
questions. They were presented
ing on the feline owned by Arch
Every day he goes off on a bus
Director James Brown will speak many lovely gifts including money, I cil; and Frederick D. Farnsworth, a member of every city government support at their games than was Soutar editor of the State Chat
in person, for he was there.
to work—writing verses for greet on the origin and aims of the mu
city manager.
but one in 30 years. The man who evident last year. In putting a
The committee wishes to thank
linen, silver and china.
column in the Lewiston Journal.
ing cards—and every day on the
The
tributes
to
Mr.
Sullivan
had the distinction of beating him well balanced team on the floor and
seum before the Men's Club of the
Fred for the use of his facilities
Following the opening of the j
'Tabby" plays the typewriter In the
bus, for fun, he picks out the win
Ccngregational Church in Ellsworth gifts the group adjourned down paid by all of these speakers were just once is here tonight. With playing the best teams in semi-pro few moments when Arch is not
to make this the success It was.
ners in the racing column anti
j both eloquent and fitting, because that solitary exception the voters circles in the State, they hope to
tonight
using it. Lewiston refuses to be
stairs where an attractively decO'
.....
j ...
were spoken from the heart, of Ward 5, including many Repub- attract more basketball fans to the
All the promary kaolin produced writes them down in a notebook.
beaten.
rated
luncheon
table
was
loaded
I
.
,
A Delhi, India firm is offering
in tills country comes lrom North But one day Erwin kicks over the
and by men whose association with beans, would have thought it sac- Sunday afternoon games this year
with
goodies.
The
centerpiece
of
Carolina. It is a ceramic used in domestic traces and falls, notebook canned mangoes to the American
the guest of honor led extra might rilege to support any other candi- '
Lewiston Journal: Vinalhaven's
the luncheon table was an 18 inch
and all, into the hands of three trade.
to the fine sentiments they ex- date for the city government.”
fine china.
"Non Eaters” were entertained last
bride and groom dressed in crepe
pressed.
Mr. Sullivan rose to acknowledge j
paper, complete to the boutonniere.
The Book Week Story Hour at Wednesday by Mrs. Beulah Drew
Introducing Mr. Sullivan the an ovation which lasted several
Lunch was served by candlelight.
the Public Library Friday after at her home on High street but
minutes, and later to accept a gift I
Mrs. Marion Watts was in charge toastmaster said:
noon was attended by 30 children, shhhh! According to The Courier“I come now to our guest of from his friends and former basket- j
of the guest book.
with Mrs. Madlene Jackson as the Gazette "dinner was served and a
honor. So many of you call him ball girls, gracefully presented by
,
| reader. Summer reading Club cer- social afternoon enjoyed." I suppose
Bill that some of you may not Postmaster James Connellan. a tiflcates and book prizes
were the girls were just observing a prei know that his last name is Sulli- Ward 5 constituent and prominent awarded Asirid Thorvaldson who Thanksgiving breaking of their
The Knox County Fish and Game [ van. I knew him first as a gangling local sportsman.
1 read 49 books and Helen Doherty customary fasting.
«
Association will meet Tuesday i High School boy playing first base The women were content to re- who read 37 certificates were also
One year ago: Capt. and Mrs.
night in Masonic Building at Ten- i on the varsity baseball team.
main a silent audience, but there awarded Janice Philips- Sandra
ant's Harbor. A baked ham supper
“School days over I found him were two exceptions, Mrs. Ruth ' Strickland.
Ruth-Ann Jackson Job Cunningham observed their
wedding
anniversary.—Dr.
will be served at 7 o’clock. The j keeping books for M. B. & C. O. Sanborn, neighbor and friend of Mr. Barbara Whitehill, Lynda Ladd and 57th
guest speaker will be from the : Perry down on Atlantic wharf. In Sullivan, who instigated the testi- William Small. 71 children attend- George H. Coombs died in Waldo
AMERICAS FUNNIEST
State Department of Inland Fish- j the midst of those humble sur- monial banquet; and Mrs. Phyllis ed the Saturday morning story boro, aged 85 years.—There was a
eries and Game. Movies will be i roundings almost any other boy Moran True, who was a member of hour when Miss Ruth Rogers,, Li- $500 robbery at the Stevens IGJY,
shown.
j might have sunk into obliviort. But the 1921 State championship has- brarian read the stories "Wee Ann market— Herbert Hawes was re
elected president of the North Knox
ketball team.
; Spends a Penny" and "Tittletom
Fair.—Sheriff C. Earl Ludwick was
Telegrams were read from two ' and The Skunk." Story hours are
tendered a complimentary banquet
members of other famous teams held every Saturday morning at
by 15 deputies.—Rodney E. Feyler
—Dot Breen of Concord, N. H.. . 10 o'clock, and all children are inbegan work on a large addition to
and Gloria Witham, who is pres- vited to attend.
his plant at the North End.—
BOYS AND GIRLS
ently located in Providence.
Deaths Camden, Mrs. John Tillson
The
scientific
name
for
lion
ROCKLAND HIGH SCHOOL
Pictures were taken and every
of Thomaston, 77; Camden, Mrs.
Felis
leo
or
Panthera
leo.
vs.
body departed happy—none more
Fred Seger, 84; Rockland, Mrs. Mil
so than the recipient of such a
In ancient Greek manuscripts dred Henderson, 38.
THOMASTON HIGH SCHOOL
remarkable demonstration.
no punctuation appears.
COMMUNITY BUILDING, ROCKLAND
Florida has almost three times
domes, Eire, plans to romove all
TUESDAY. NOV. 29, AT 7.30
many named lakes as Minnesoti
Adults 60c; Children 40c
British ensembles from its public
114-115
buildings.
Items of Interest from
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
the Towns Listed Below
If I had my life to live again, ]
would have made a rule to reek
Appear in This Issue.
jafaiaraiaramaararararaiarararafgjararaianraiafaraigfamzramzja.
some poetry and listen to scan
WARREN
music at least once a week. Th<
VINALHAVEN
loss* of these tastes is a loss of hap.
I will be at the Assessors’ office
WALDOBORO
piness.—Charles Darwin.

Rush For Seats

Tackles Bath Team

Farnsworth Museum

ot

Story Hour

THANKSGIVING NIGHT

Fish And Game

The National Drama Guild Presents

STAGE COMEDY

BASKETBALL

TOWN NEWS

I MEH
?HORiE

NOTICE

from 8.30 A. M. to 4.00 P. M. on
Nov. 29-30 and Dec. 1, 2, and 3
for the purpose of receiving
taxes for the town of Warren.
WILLIS A. MOODY,
Tax Collector,
•
Warren, Maine
113*114

Starring Wallace Acton As “Erwin”

SEARSMONT
SWAN’S ISLAND
GROSS NECK
NORTH WARREN
TENANT’S HARBOR
MATINICUS
THOMASTON
CAMDEN
NORTH SEARSMONT
WASHINGTON
FRIENDSHIP
CLARK ISLAND

(The Little Man Who Could Pick the Winners)

CAMDEN OPERA HOUSE
8.00 P. M.

To Benefit the Camden-Rockport Lions Club

CRIPPLED CHILDREN’S FUND
♦♦

w

TURKEY SHOOT

A SALE

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 27

TO FIT EVERY PURSE!

STARTING AT 9.30 A. M.

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 1

SAM DOE GRAVEL PIT
Auspices Drum Corps Association

St. Peter’s Undercroft, Rockland
“THE COUNTRY STORE”
2.00 P. M. THROUGH EVENING.

VISIT OUR TEA ROOM.

THANKSGIVING

A single year, yet. step by step
We have come by slow degrees
To this day of thanks, and witt
hearts of praise
Our Father’s ear to please.
The fairest things in this world oi
curs
Have bepn free the whole yeaj
through.
The blessings of health, the Joy,
of life.
His gifts to me, to you.
So, day by day along life’s way
Give thanks to our God above.
Each morning and evening, eacl
noon and night.
For ourselves and for those we love
Thanks for the sunshine, thank;
for the rain.
And a prayer that thanksliving h
ours.
Thanksgiving may die in the word,
that we speak.
Thanksliving lives on through thi
hours.
Mary E. L. Taylor,
I Rockland.

A LONG DISTANCE HUNTER

Farnsworth Museum

Beginning Friday Will Be
Shown Works Which Are Peter Smith Sees and Shoots His First DeerHeights Of Graphic Arts
Opening Friday at Rockland's
Farnsworth Art Museum will be
a selection of etchings, lithographs
and engravings by old and modern
masters in keeping with the season.
Coming from the Boston Public
Librarys famed Wiggin Collection
these prints represent the heights
of graphic art achieved by Al
brecht Durer, Lucas Cranach and
Hans Sebald Beham in the six
teenth century in Germany and
by Robert Austin, Arthur Heintzelman (curator of the Wiggin Collec
tion), Jean Forain Alphonse Legros
and Carl Schulttheiss in the twen
tieth century.
Profound reverence and full re
alization of the drama of the story
of the Saviour characterize these
works At the same time the stamp
of the different eras in which the
pictures were produced is apparent
to the observer, the more intricate
approach of the 20th century con
trasting with the formal treatment
of the past.
This is the first of the museum s
Christmas exhibitions and will be
presented in the Square Gallery
where books appropriate to the
subject will also be displayed

Came From Shanghai To Do It

The “Bowling Mad” Island Town Sees Some Spades and Diamonds Have Dogfight On the
Lucky Strike Alleys
Weird Results the Past Week

The Lucky Strike As swept five
points from the All Stars with
-‘Slicker” Heal sailing along in fine
fashion with a 324 total to lead the
(Continued on Page Six)

with a 276 total and was helped
By Joe Talbot
Ganders—McDonald 198: Young
The battle goes on at the Cas
greatly by a 281 total rolled by sub.
The
Ladies
League,
better
known
253;
H.
Arey
268;
Poole
299;
Goose
cade Alleys and after the tobacco
stitute Dot Wiley. Benny Whittiei
259: total 1277.
as the Fourflushers, is going very
smoke has cleared away and the
The Palefaces “The Galloping well this year, with a real dogfight again led the Clubs with a 261 to
By Keeping Warm
tal. Captain Lil Richards was also
dead (wood) removed the following Ghosts" of Vinalhaven bowling
between the Spades and Diamonds
present.
results are apparent.
and Dry
circles, are just about the hottest for top spot. Dora Packard returned
The Crusaders remained on top
Wymies Worms didn't turn last team in town, and seem to be tak to ‘he rostf of the Diamonds this
of the Belfast Leaguge by virtue
Monday night and they lost a ing everything in sight and looking week, in time to aid them in taking
of their fourpoint victory over the
golden opportunity to tie every for more teams to combat. On two four points from the league-lead
Ramblers, with Creamer leading the
thing up in the Major League. successive nights they polished off ing Spades and at present they are
way with a 272 total. Best many for
Everybody except the Ganders was the Red Men and the Unbeatables trailing them by just one point in
the Ramblers was gne of the Smith
rooting for Wynne's team to win, and have now posted a challenge the race. Dot Thomas rolled a 273 boys who rolled a 292 total.
i and it looked as if the Ganders directed at the high flying Ganders total to lead the Diamonds while
The Benders kept pace with the
i themselves wouldn't have cared too in which they say they will take Helen Crabtree hit 278 to lead the league-leaders by milking the Cows
1 much from the size of the score on the Goose and his flock at any Spades.
four points to one, as Captain Ralph
The Hearts won their first five
! they turned in, but the Worms time the Ganders can find the time
Emmerton hit 305 for a total. Er
points of the season in slaughter
I couldn’t seem to get turning over and the money.
nest Rumney was the best Cow,
And there are many who figure ing the Clubs by 111 pins. Captain ! producing a total of 301 quarts—1
' and lost out by 38.
Harold Arey was the big surprise that the Ganders will need some Phyllis Brown returned to form 1 mean pins.
Concern the World War Vet Sen. Brewster Believes Re of the evening finishing well up money if they tangle with the
! In spite of the fact that Captain
publican Ticket Would Do with the leaders, just ahead of Palefaces, for the Paleface scores the Palefaces upped their total J Tom Aylward was absent this
erans In Regard To Life
Brother Goose, and just behind have been consistently high. The score some but produced no big week. Tom’s Lunch put up a real
Well With One
Insurance
Poole. If he can keep up the gait father and son team of Stuart single strings, no doubt keeping battle before succumbing to the
Senator Owen Brewster says he
The first day of the new year will
there will be no stopping the Davis. Senior and Junior, is back j their best figures under wraps in league-leading Rockland Shellites
Fleece Lined
his colleague
Margaret Ganders with three of the best in the line up of the Palefaces anticipation of the big challenge
bring two deadlines for iormer ser thinks
four points to one as the Hotshot
Union Suits ... $2.95
Chase
Smith,
w
’
ould
make
a
"very
vice men and women in regard to
bowlers on their team.
and while the “Old Hoss" isn't game with the Ganders. The Un boys got together for their weekly
Wym Guilford was down quite a quite what he uster be. "Young beatables had as an alibi the loss bowlfest. Captain Bob Seliger fin- Wool Pants 3.95 to 14.95
National Service Life Insurance. attractive" candidate on the na
bit. a circumstance he attributed Hoss" can generally pull him of two of their best bowlers, and 1 ished with a 110 single and a 231
First, the date will end the period tional Republican ticket.
Pacs, 12 in.......... 4.98
Brewster told a large gathering to the fact that he was dressed through the rough spots. In tak i there may be some jutification in total, but was nosed out by the
in which ex-service personnel can
16 in..............
5.85
up and was bowling in fancy rub ing over the Red Men, the Pale ■ their claim that they can do, 75 Lunchmen substitute, Joe Bolduc,
apply for NSLI or for reinstatement of Washington, D. C., newsmen he
bers
rather
than
his
usual
rubber
pins
better
with
their
regular
linefaces
1328
was
a
big
margin
over
who finished with a 293 total.
Lace-up .......
5.95
of lapsed policies without a physical spoke not of Mrs. Smith's physical
WASHINGTON
! charm alone, but also of her dem- boots. Another fact that most of the Red Men’s 1226, although Big , up. But at the present writing the
Our supply of Warm Shirts
The Legion had little trouble sub
examination.
Second,
the
same
date
The beano game and turkey contest
the bowlers said accounted for Chief Dyer hit his best form of the 5 name "Unbeatables” looks like a duing the Rockport Boat Club, with and Jackets is good at present—
i onstrated capacity to get votes.”
ended when the sponsor. Fon-du- will see stricter requirements to"
their low scores was the big feed season and came out head man on good tag for those white faced j Frank Parker leading the way by But don’t wait too long. They
In
effect.
Maines
senior
Senator
those applying for total disability
go fast at our low prices.
lac Chapter. OE.S. closed the doors
held
at the Downeaster Inn before single and total and was greatly gentlemen who are beating the I a 307 total. Fisher and Clayter tied
declared the time is coming when
income provisions.
with the sum of $68.70 in their
daylights out of everything they go ; with 271, to lead the Boatmen.
encouraged thereby.
Until the last day of this year, both major parties will have to j this match.
little tin box. There was a large
With 25 bowlers and guests at the
up against.
consider
offering
the
top
national
Redmen
—
F.
Dyer
287:
Snowdeal
The Champion Aces t rned back
new insurance up to a S10.000 total
crowd at the game, the prizes be
tables there were some tall tales of 234: P. Dyer 225; F. Hamilton 262;
Palefaces—S. Davis, Sr., 249; i the challenging Clippers four points
may be taken out or lapsed policies offices to women.
•
-.1 ■ ---ing home-cooked food and other
, ——
Reporters launched the dsicus- past exploits on the alleys circu Barter 218: total 1226.
Conway 275; S. Davis, Jr., 284; to one, in spite of a new record to
renewed by veterans merely by
merchandise
Home-made candy
lating
in
the
atmosphere,
which
is
sion
in
the
midst
of
a
barrage
of
Palefaces
—
S.
Davis.
Sr..
266:
Littlefield
262;
Oakes
274:
total,
tal
set-up
by
Clipper
Keith
Rich

showing satisfactory evidence ot
was also on sale in charge of Delia good health. The Veterans Admin questions concerning the Republi just a polite way of saying there Doakes 268; H. Conw’ay 277; Little 1344.
ards. Keith had strings of 110, 127
Moore. Christmas Cards in boxes istration announces that less than can party's prospects in next year's was a lot of hot air blowing. Three field 265: S. Davis, Jr., 252; total
“Unbeatables”—Loveless 262; C. and 124, to give him a grand total
ROCKLAND
on sale. Esther Peabody in charge a total disability classification will Congressional elections. One re pieces of pie and two helpings of 1328.
’White 251; Hamilton 278; Swanson of 361. Leon Melvin and his 336 to 305 MAIN ST.,
of those. The turkey contest was in he considered evidence of good porter asked Senator Brewster if lobster newburg is more than the
In beating the “Unbeatables" 261; Snowdeal 209; total 1261.
tal was given a nice boost by Cohe believed in a woman for the ordinary bowler can stow away and
charge of Mrs. Gertrude Ludwig health. .
presidency.
still carry sail. If Frankie Grimes
who made the tickets and saw to
The incopie disability demands
“I was asked that question in engineered this big feast with the
the sale and after expenses were only a small additional premium
paid had $42 netted. The winner and provides that the insured wil! Maine,"’ he said, "and I told them idea of it helping his team it cer
Of the turkey was Mrs. Sidney receive $5 monthly per thousand I know several women who would tainly backfired on him at consid
Humes of Stickney Corner, wife of , of insurance in force should he be- be an improvement over what we erable expense.
Ganders: MacDonald 217; Young
Selectman Humes. Now the pub j come totally disabled for a period have now.'
A girl reporter pursued the idea 226; Harey 276; Poole 278; Goose
lic will know that Sid eats turkey exceeding six months.
of having a woman on the ticket 271; total. 1268.
on Nov 24. The beano game was
Further information may be ob
Wymies: Grimes 226; Rae 242;
in charge of a general committee cf tained by veterans at the office o: further and the Senator said there
are 50.000,000 women who vote and Drew 244; Mils 249; Guilford 269:
the chapter members. Mrs. Gert the Maine Division of Veteran Of'somebodv is ignoring them. Maybe total, 1230.
rude Jones the enterprising P.T.A. fairs in the Farnsworth office builaboth of the parties are." He then
The woods were full of Legion
president, very kindly loaned the I ing in Rockland.
was pressed for an opinion on Mrs.
naires Tuesday night and the result
game belonging to P.T.A.’s to whom
Smith.
was two six man teams fighting
the chapter extends thanks. Mrs. Appleton where she resided until
"Anyone who challenges the idea
Ludwig also wishes to say that her her marriage of Mr. Luce when of a woman as a candidate takes their way across the terrain in and
thanks goes out to everyone who j she came here to make her home on a large order," he asserted. "The around the Cascade ‘ Alleys. But
bought tickets and aided in any where she had resided until four thing is ultimately coming There’s one team was always on top and
the other always on the bottom
way toward making the evening { years ago. Since then, after sell- no question about it."
and
never the twaan did meet on
a success. The first beano prize i mg her home, she made her resi‘ Well it's an idea," said Mary
was won by Larry Griffin, a 7 year , dence with the family of her Spargo of the Washington Post, equal terms.
Grindle’s Grinds were off the
old primary grade youngster, who grandson, Roland Luce of New somewhat jubilantly.
says he likes to play beano and castle.
‘ Yes," said Brewster, "and I think beam some 79 pins when all the
She is the last direct member the stress the Democrats have been scores were totted, but at that
smart at figures surely.
Mrs Mary Ordway of Liberty is cf two prominent Appleton families, giving female appointments is a several members of his team found
stopping at the home of Rev. and Burkett and Lermond.
result of the fact that we Republi consolation and satisfaction in the
Survivors are one son. Ralph cans have a woman in the Senate.’’ result. Clyde Poole for instance,
Mrs. Harold Nutter at the village.
Mrs. Mildred Louden will enter Luce of Newcastle; cne daughter. He referred to the Truman appoint who was fast getting a reputation
tain the Farm Bureau ladies at the Mrs. Donald Hibbert of Portland; a ments of Mrs. Perle Mesta as min as the world’s worst bowler found
home of Rev Mr. Nutter on Nov. 25. granddaughter, Mrs. Perley Hatch; ister of Luxembourg and Mrs. that there were three other men
Subject will be Christmas buying grandson, Roland Luce and seven Eugenie Anderson as ambassador to who turned in lower scores than
great-grandchildren
he, while Bob Johnson and Gee
Denmark.
and planning.
INNERSPRING MATTRESS
SHOP AND COMPARE
Interment was in Skidmore
MeHeenan both had the honor (?)
Etta M Luce
Cemetery. North Union. The bear
of beating their opponent.
Funeral services were held Tues
ers were Roy Luce. Linwood Mitch
'Crow” Johnson continues to
day at the Methodist Church for
ell and Lorenzo Linscott.
show his winning ways, pulling
Mrs, .Etta M Burkett Luce. 81.
his team-mates along by the seat
widow of William O. Luce, a promi Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
of their pantaloons, his 303 for
nent citizen of the town. Rev. Lee
total and 114 for high single, being
Perry of Warren officiated
a great cause for wonderment to
Mrs. Luce was born July 29, 1868
them and a great source of annoy
in Lewiston, daughter of Miles and
ance to the opposition.
Rhoda Lermond Burkett, native of
With the plethora of bowlers
that the Legion seems to command,
rs
there is always a waiting list and
INVEST /N US SAVSN6S BOMBS
that makes for new faces in the
lineup every week, adding to the
uncertainties of life in general and
of Legion bowling in particular.
fO«
Grindle’s "Grinds"—B. Grindlc
O*»
HG
VO
235; R. Johnson 241; G. MeHeenan
theatre 215: G. Poole 216; J. Webster 217;
PUBLIC BOWLING
M. Pendleton 246; total. 1370.
AT
WALDOBORO—TEL. 1M
Johnson's "Crows”—V. Johnson
COMMUNITY BUILDING
Every Evening at 8.00. Matlneea 303; W. Bunker 209; V. White 206:
Saturday at 2.00. Sunday at AM A. Hood 229; D. York 220; C. Smith
Weekdays from 12.00 to 7.00 P. M.
282; total, 1449.
and 10.00 to 11.30 P. M.
TODAY AND FRIDAY
The Pirates with the aid of “sub
So-o-o, we've installed
Saturday, 12 noon to 11.30 P. M.
NOV. 24-25
stitute” Lyford, boarded the Gand
a brand new VISU114-116
ers last Friday night and swept the
ALINER Now you can
“IT’S A GREAT DAY”
deck with them giving them the
SEE FOR YOURSELF why
In Technicolor
worst drubbing they have received
„ you're ruining your tires
With Doris Day. Dennis Morgan
for the whole season. With the!
and why your car steer's
and Jack Carson
Innerspring Mattresses—Custom Built by Dayson to the rigid specifications demanded by hotel and
hard.
»
demand for his services at a peak
Walt Lyford is in a position to cash
institution officials.
SATURDAY ONLY—NOV. 26
CUT Your FUEL Cost 1-3 by
The John Bean VISUin on his popularity, for in both'
Attic Insulation with
Double Feature:
ALINtR shows YOU
“Assurance Of Luxurious Sleep and Maximum Service”
his last two appearances Walt has
CAREY’S WATER AND
whether your car needs
ALEXIS SMITH.
FIREPROOF ROCK WOOL
been
up
with
the
top
scorers.
It
steering service and
ZACHARY SCOTT in
BLOWN in by experts
remains only for the Ganders to
helps US do a faster,
Call
or
Write
use him as a “sub” and he will
more accurate job of
“ONE LAST FLING”
have made the circuit of the three
correcting the trouble.
Also on the program
E. T. LONG
teams.
Agent,
Central
Maine
It only take* a few minute*
Monte Hale in
ALLOWANCE FOIt OLD MATTRESS
Poole was high with his 117 best
TEL. 1503
io check your wheel alignment
on the VtSUAllNER
113 CAMDEN ST., ROCKLAND
for
single
and
299
for
total
but
"Outcasts Of the Trail”
105-Th-tf
Lyford was right on his heels to
offset him. The fact that Walt
has been appearing as sub for
some of the lesser light bowlers
has stirred up quite a controversy
Buy on Burpee Budget—Trade-in Accepted as First Payment.
as to his eligibility, and is a mat
ter that the board of strategy will
have to determine.
With this win the Pirates again
tie for games won with the Gan
ders at 4 each with Wymies Worms
889 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
“Where You Shop With Pleasure and Buy With Confidence.”
crawling
along In the rear with
TEL. 1250
only
2
wins.
113-114
Farnsworth Memorial Building
Pirates—Loveless 279; Peterson
265; Anderson 230; Lyford 294;
352 MAIN ST..
ROCKLAND, ME.,
TEL. 980
Shields 287; total 1355.
Somewhat of a record for travel
ing for an out of State hunter in
Maine was established last week by
Peter Smith, first officer on a Stan
dard Oil Tanker in the Far East
and brother-in-law of State Police
Captain. J. Edward Marks.
Smith left his tanker at Shanghai
and flew via Honolulu to San Diego
and then to Augusta airport on reg
ular airlines to join a hunting party
in the North woods last week.
Although a native of Maine, he
had never been deer hunting in his
native State; in fact, had never

seen a live deer. His travels about
the world in recent years have taken
him big game hunting in Africa and
other sections and left an urge to
hunt the woods of the Pine Tree
state.
He got his deer near Hartland
with a party composed of Ed Marks,
Harold Mitchell and Cleo Hopkins,
an eight point buck.
He left this week for Australia
to join his ship, again by air to roll
up a total mileage well in excess of
18.000 miles to draw a bead on a
Maine buck.

New Deadlines Ahead

Recognizing Women

STOP COLDS

KILROYS
ARMY-NAVY STORE

A Maine Product For Maine Folks

“We believe that money spent in MAINE should—when possible—be kept in
MAINE to which end our buyers took a trip to Bangor to inspect the product made by
the Dayson Bedding Co. They made a Splendid Purchase which enables us to offer to
the buying public of KNOX COUNTY one of the best buys in our recent experience.
To further local interest during this sale we will make an allowance of $5.00 for all
trade-in mattresses—all of which will be turned over to Joshua Southard of the Wel
fare Department and to the Salvation Army for their disposal.

DELUXE KINEO
( by Dayson )

An Exceptionally Good Buy In An

*39 .50
-5 .00

$34.50

?>00^

Sg

BOWLING

WALDO

STEERING
SERVICE

HOTEL and INSTITUTION SPECIAL

Save One-Third

$44.50

-5 .00

’39

Sea View Garage, Inc

tt—

*

.50

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.

361 Main Street,

Rockland, Maine,

Telephone 1520

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturflay

TALK OF THE TOWN

a Dec. 1—‘The Country Store” in St.
* Peter’s Undercroft.
Dec. a—Christmas Pair at Univer
salist Church.
Dec. 2—Thomaston: Illustrated lec
ture, by Rev. John Sawyer. "Ten
Thousand Miles Through the
Golden West,” at Federated
Church.
Dec. 8—Federated Church Christ
mas fair at the Federated Church
vestry.
Dec. 7 — Concert by Men’s Asso
ciation at Congregational Church.
Dec. 8—The annual Methodist
_

Church Pair.

The Weather
The promise for Thanksgiving
Day is “fair and continued cold,
also breezy.” Lermond's Cove was
frozen over (this Wednesday morn
ing) but don’t try ’skating on it.
The dredger made it too deep.
Everett N. Hobbs of Hope who at
tended the Postmaster's Conven
tion in Chicago and was there
^stricken with pneumonia, has re
turned home and is now suffering
from a heart ailment.
The turkey which strutted its
stuff in Newberry’s window tipped
the scales at 22 pounds and seven
ounces. The bird passed into the posession of Percy Young who guessed
nearest its weight.

Rev. Maldwyn V. Parry former
of the
Congregational
Church, and teacher in the Rock
land schools, has resigned as pas
tor of the church in Jonesport, to
serve as associate pastor of the
South Congregational Church in
Concord, N. H.

I pastor

t

Captain Roswell P. Eaton, mas
ter of deep sea tow .boats, is in dry
dock at his Glen Cove home for a
lay-up following major surgical
repairs and overhaul. Capt. Eaton
expects to put to sea again next
Spring.

In Municipal Court

Between the Bookends

Charles Mason and Winslow The Ten Greatest Novels In the
Miller were bound over to the Feb
World
ruary term of Knox Superior Court
W. Somerset Maugham once
Wednesday in $1000 bail, which both made the statement that young
supplied. The pair had been con people of today would read the ten
fined. in Knox County Jail since greatest novels of yesterday if the
their arraignment Nov. 14 on books were toned to their liking.
charges of larceny of $1240 in cash The John C. Winston Company,
from the home of Mrs. Doris Canty publishers in Philadelphia, did
at 40 Water street in Rockland something about this statement.
Nov. 13.
They asked Mr. Maugham if he
Due to Superior Court being in would undertake the task of selectsession, the cases were continued J ing and editing the great master
until Nov. 23 and bail set at $5000. pieces—bring the great books of the
past down to the present. Mr.
Neither was able to supply bail..
Attorneys for the defendants Maugham agreed to do it.
waived hearing.
Judge Dwinal j The ten volumes, although pubfound probable cause and ordered ' llshed separately are uniform in
the men bound over to Superior l size and design. And each novel
i has been designed and edited for
Court.
• •• •
modern reading enjoyment, for
William Daggett of Thomaston uneccessary descriptions and cum
was freed of charges of illegally bersome dissertations have been
registering a deer shot the first day eliminated. The novels are:
Tom Jones, by Henry Fielding.
of the season. Complainant was
Pride and Prejudice, by Jane
Warden William Snow who alleged
that Daggett had permitted a deer Austen.
Moby Dick, by Herman Melville.
at which he had fired to be tagged
Wuthering Heights, by Emily
by his 11-year-old son, who had
Bronte.
also fired at the same animal with
David Copperfield, by Charles
the same gun used by the father.
Dickens.
Snow stated that he learned the
Old Man Goriot, by Honore De
deer was shot in late afternoon and
Balzac.
that the boy obtained a license at
The Red and the Black, by Sten7.30 p. m. the same day. The deer
was presented for registration the dahl.
Madame Bovary, by Gustave
following morning.
Flaubert.
The Brothers Karamazov, by Fy
A total of 109 University of
Maine athletes received letters and odor Dostoevsky.
War and Peace, by Leo Tolstoy.
numerals at the annual Fall athletic
To each novel Mr. Maugham has
award banquet. Speakers included
Dr. Arthur A. Hauck, president of written a critical and biographical
the university; and Coaches David introduction. Each book has been
M. Nelson, Chester Jenkins, Samu newly illustrated by a noted artist,
el Sezak and Phil Jones. Members who was selected by the publishers
of the athletic board were guests as being particularly sympathetic
at the banquet. Among those re to the story. Retranslations have
ceiving awards was Charles M. been made for the French and
Foote, Rockland, numeral in fresh Russian novels.
Every serious high school pupil
man football.
should make a serious pledge for
British Methodists have a new herself or himself. “171 own, one by
$4000 ‘Sunday school on wheels.”
one, these famous novels, heirlooms
of our ancestors, that I'll hand down
BORN
to posterity.” (The John C. Wins
Gang! — At Winchester, Mass.,
Nov. 12, to Mr. and Mrs James V. ton Company, Philadelphia. $350
each.
L. R. Fuller
Gangi (Hazel Vasso) a daughter.

CARD OF THANKS
We are deeply grateful for the
many kindnesses and acts of gen
erous, unselfish aid accorded us
recently by the nurses who volun
teered their services and the regu
lar nurses who did all in their
power during our recent stay at
Knox Hospital. Our thanks also
to the doctors, to Mrs. Folta and
the friends who sent flowers and
cards.
Auspices Knights of Columbus
CARD OF THANKS |
Mrs. Dorothy Mansfield, Mr. and
43-tf
I wish to express my sincere Mrs- Dewey Tripp.
1 thanks to my relatives, South Rockland. Nov, 22, 1949.
114-lt
Thomaston friends, also the Owls
CARD
OF
THANKS
B. & f'. Club for the beautiful
floral tributes received during my The Knox County Teachers’ As
sociation extends thanks to Mrs.
recent bereavement.
114* It Mrs Emily Pierce Gordon. Christine Dorman, and members of
the Rockland P.T.A. groups, who
CARD OF THANKS
served the banquet at the Conven
We wish to express our sincere tion, Nov. 10; also to Miss Mary
appreciation and thanks, to our Brown and Miss Hutchins who as
many relatives, friends, and neigh- ! sisted Miss Ida Hughes in the ban
Mall Order* Filled
bors, for their kindness and for the quet arrangements, and all others
many beautiful floral tributes, re- who helped to make the affair a
1 ceived during our recent bereave success.
ment.
114-lt Grace A. Wyllie, Secretary.
Harvey D. Crowley. H. Gordon j
GOOD MATERIALS
STATE OF MAINE
Crowley, Mrs. Roland Hurtubise,!
Office of Secretary of State
Miss Jeannie McConchie,, Mrs. I
GOOD WORKMANSHIP John
Augusta, November 14, 1949
Stanton.
114* It
Notice is hereby given that a Pe
GOOD TASTE
IN MEMORIAM
tition for the Pardon of Louise Rich
It takes all three to make you
In loving memory of my father, a convict in the Reformatory for
proud of a good Monument. Let
Gapt. George W. Beale who was Women, under sentence for the
us help you. No obligation, of
lost with his vessel, Sch. Edw. crime of lascivious in speech and
MniTM*
Lameyer, in the big storm of Nov. behavior, is now pending before
the Governor and Council, and a
ROCKLAND MARBLE & 27, 1898.
“Gone but not forgotten.’’
hearing thereon will be granted in
GRANITE WORKS
Grace B. Jordan, the Council Chamber at Augusta,
M LINDSEY ST., ROCKLAND 6 Kelley Lane
114‘lt on Wednesday, the fourth day of
TEL. 600
January, 1960, at ten o’clock. A. M.
75-tf
HAROLD I. GOSS.
114-Th-120
Secretary of State.

MARRIED
Methodist Take Notice. The
Church Fair is just two weeks from
Griffin-Eagan—At St Bernard’s
Church, Nov. 23, Walter A. Griffin
today.
114-lt
and Miss Florence Eagan, both of
Rockland.—by Rev. Charles F.
Bennett.
Bowley-Clark — At Thomaston,
A NEW AND BETTER BEANO I Nov. 22. Clarence W. Bowley of
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT I Bangor and Mrs. Lilia C. Clark of
At 7.30 P. M.
Thomaston.—by Rev. Hubert F.
St. Bernard’s Church Hall Leach.

BEANO

DAVIS
FUNERAL HOMES
Licensed Lady Embalmer

Rockland Tel. 810

Wheels Balanced
Wheel Aligning
Speedometer Repair Work On
All Chrysler Make Can

Nelson Bros. Garage
515 MAIN ST.,
TEL. 720
ROCKLAND, ME. 50-tf

658 Main Street

Thomaston Tel. 192
22 Knox Street

Ambulance Service
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IN THE PUBLIC LIBRARY

Ruth L. Rogers, Librarian
Every week-day: 8 o. m. to 8.30 p. m.

• • ••
“Read not to contradict and con
fute, nor to believe and take for
granted, nor to find talk and dis
course, but to weigh and consider.”
Lord Bacon.
New books added to the shelves
during the month.
Fiction

Journey Into Christmas. Bess
Streeter Aldrich.
Parson Austen’s Daughter, Helen
Ashton.
Mary. S. Asch.
White Sail. Sara Ware Bassett.
The Plum Tree. Mary Ellen
Chase.
Everywhere I Roam. B. Burman.
A Graveyard To Let. C. Dickson.
Ruth. I. Fineman.
Shadow On the Range. Norman
Fox.
What a Body! Alan Green.
The Way West. A. G. Guthrie.
Outlaw Trail. E. E. Halleran.
The Reverend Mr. "Red.” Ethel
Hueston.
The Peaceable Kingdom.
A.
Kennelly.
As Tall As Pride. Sophie Kerr.
Celia Amberley. Victoria Lincoln.
Love Came Laughing By. E.
Loring.
To Every Man a Penny. Bruce
Marshall.
Gypsy Sixpence. Edison Mar
shall.
Dardanelles Derelict. Van Wyck
Mason.
Prize Stories of 1949. O Henry.
Sunset Tree. M. Ostenson.
The Old Oaken Bucket. B .Part
ridge.
The Dark Light. B. Spicer.
Medical Meeting. M. Walker.
Corpse with the Missing Watch.
R. A. J.. Walling.
The Egyptian, M. Waltari
Price of Egypt. Dorothy C. Wil
son.
Non-Fiction

THANKSGIVING 1949
Yesterday all Maine folks sat
at tables either in own homes
or enjoying hospitality elsewhere.
Whether rich or poor, in good
or adverse circumstances, all
had much to be thankful for to
God.
Americans live in a land pre
sently at peace with all the
world, in a country where,
whether Jew or Gentile, Catho
lic or Protestant or infidel, all
may worship or not; and there
is no one to molest them or
make them afraid, or interfere,
so long as they keep within the
law and respect the rights of
others.
This is alone a cause for
Thanksgiving. In American this
is called Freedom. To possess
this right, forebears came to
this country because in the old
world millions did not possess
it. Millions have since died to
maintain it. It is the greatest
blessing ever vouchsafed to man
kind. How, then, can so many
eat, drink and be merry with
such indifference to this great
heritage?
The soil of every State in
this Union is enriched with the
blood and bodies of men who
died that other millions, to the
end of time, might have liberty
as it is known here; and yet it
is threatened as never since
Columbus' Day. People ride in
automobiles, crowding highways
with danger of death, with little
thought of the nation's peril.
How can it be preserved? Lib
erty has to be preserved or lost.
Refusing to think about it or
tossing it lightly into the future
ends it.
Millions believe that God who
so loved this world that He laid
down a Holy Charter by which
men could live in peace and free
dom from enslavement and mis
ery, has provided the means to
this great end—not by might but
by His Spirit.
Here is His charter as inter
preted by His Son, in two Com
mandments: First, to love thy
God with thy whole soul; and
second, is like unto it, to love
thy neighbor as thyself.
Thanksgiving this year has
passed, but the cause for
Thanksgiving remains—to keep
in tune with the infinite Christ
taught. God help us all.
William A, Holman.

Global Mission. G.‘ H. H. Arnold.
Deep In My Heart. E. Arnold.
History of the American Sailing
Navy. H. I. ChapeUe.
Man In the Straw Hat. M. Cheva
lier.
Handicraft of New England. A.
H. Eaton.
Killers of Dreams.
"LUUam
To meet Will Shakespeare. F.E.
Smith.
Hill.
History of Maine. Marion J.
More About Jane Austen. S.
Smith.
Kaye-Smith.
Happily Ever After. H. Spence.
Life with Mother. H. Lindsay.
Raising a Riot. A. Toom-b .
A Sort of Saga. B. Maudlin.
Why Jesus Died P. Van Paasen.
Furniture Treasury Vol. 3. Nut
Sailing Days on the Penobscot,
ting.
Eaillng Days on the Penobscot,
Living the Years- Edgar Guest.
1949 ed. George Wasson.
Autobiography. Will Rogers.

STATE OF MAINE
Office of Secretary of State

Notice is hereby given that a par
don of Dorothy Rich, a convict In
the Reformatory for Women, under
sentence for the crime of prostitu
tion, is now pending before the
Governor and Council, and a hear
ing thereon will be granted in the
Council Chamber at Augusta, on
Wednesday, the fourth day of Janu
ary , 1950, at ten o’clock, A. M.
HAROLD I. GOSS,
114-Th-12O
Secretary of State.

Currency And Coins

HE IS TEACHING ADULTS

Students Of Knox Business
College View Interesting
Long Fellow With the Gentle Ways Makes
Collection

Progress In Tenant’s Harbor Night School
If you happen to notice queer
things going on among some of the
soberer citizens of Tenant's Harbor
these days, such as edd mutterings
of “Ishes" and “chays,” and clutch
ing motions in the air while fran
tically wriggling all 10 fingers,
please don't call the nearest cop—
nor does it have anything to do
with it being National Arthritis
Week.
These oddly acting folks are
merely carrying out teacher's or
ders. They are conscientious stu
dents of the new night school now
being successfully conducted every
Monday and Friday nights from
615 through 9.30 at the High
School building at Tenant’s Har
bor. Sixteen adults—who. by the
way. include three school teachers
and a selectman—gather on those
evenings to take advantage of the
courses which are offered in short
hand. typing and bookkeeping.
Most folks seem to have an urge
to type, so it is not phenomenal
that there are two classes in typ
ing. Those enrolled arc Ina Grant,
Berton Ervin, Virginia Fay, Ray
mond King, Henry Bryant, Beulah
Allen, Olivia Bryant, Marjorie
Cook, Virginia Kinney, Grace Mills,
Norma Lowell, Mary Davis. Jane
Marriott, Beatrice Hupper, Jose
phine Harper and Clayton Hunne
well.

Everyone agrees they are fortunate in their teacher Arthur Friedcr,
who stands a mere Lincolnesque
6 feet 5. and who wins his pupils’
confidence with his easy, modern
approach to this business of teach
ing. He doesn't even object to the
munching of an apple in class, pro
vided of course that the mind is
kept alert.
After several classes of night
school he was heard to make an
epic remark. "I’ve come to the
conclusion that teaching adults is
not a bit different than teaching
the kids." says Mr. Frieder..
Marjorie Cook.
KIT MORE
IN YOUR

PUT $2.50 A WEEK
In Series E Savings Bonds -

through The Payroll Savings
Plan. IN 10 YEARS YOU WILL
OWN SAVINGS BONDS WORTH
$1,72$ MATURITY VALUE.

Thursday Economics Class was
shown an Interesting display of
American and Foreign currency and
coins, in conjunction with • i <> current topic. “Money and It Uses. ’
Those countries and territorial pos
sessions represented were the fol
lowing:
United States, Canada, New Zea
land, Ireland, Algiers, North Africa,
Prince Edward Island, Japan,
China, France, India, Germany,
Iceland, Australia, Cuba, South
Africa
Indo China, East Indies, Philip
pines, Belgium, Italy, Brazil, Portugual, Hawaiian Islands, Fiji
Islands, Russia, Finland, Denmark,
Norway. Sweden, Syria, British
Honduras.
Robert McIntosh of Rockport,
formerly of New York, recently enrlled in the day school.
Miss Alice May Morse, of Waldo
boro, the former class treasurer,
has secured a position in Augusta.
Herbert Hlllgrove has been appoint
ed treasurer.
Mid-term exam in “math” was
given this week. Ranks of 90 or
over—Richard Young and John
Gamage.
Paul Halligan,
School Reporter.
Read The Courier-Gazette

Water must be boiling
Use a warmed teapot. Put in one teaspoonful of tea or
one tea-bag for each person. Pour on fresh, "bubbling”
boiling water. Steep fox five minutes and serve.

The shorthand addicts are Beu
lah Allen, Ojivia Bryant, Marjorie
Cook, Virginia Kinney, Grace Mills,
Norma Lowell, Mary Davis and
Jane Marriott.
The bookkeeping department is
the smallest class, with the mere
thoughts of debits and credits, capi
tal and profits, enough to scare
away all but the boldest. This
class consists of Josephine Harper.
Virginia Kinney. Grace Mills. Bea
trice Hupper, and Marjorie Cook.

SALADA
TEA

33

Week End Specials
All Wool Coats
A Nice Assortment of Colors and Sizes

Values to $35.00

Read The Courier-Gazette

LIGHTER,
MORE TENDER

• No need to risk costly
ingredients ... no need to
disappoint your family in
the treat you promised! For
here is your secret of deli
cious homemade cake that’a
light as a feather every time...
Double-acting Davia givea
double protection. Batter
rises in your mixing bowl
...then again in your oven.

Half-grown dark gray male Kit
ten lost. Straight hair, answers to
name of “Ginger.” Call Mrs. Mar
gery Low. Telephones 1088 or 936.
114‘lt
Correct date of the Rummage sale
at Masonic Temple is Satur
day, Nov. 26 under the auspices
of Golden Rod Chapter, O.EB.
Members please bring articles Fridya night or call 1227-M.
113*114
vzrararajzrarajarararajzrarajararari

McGREGOR
SPORT SHIRTS

DRESSES
All New - Values to $14.95

COTTON DRESSES
FOR

Sizes 12 to 52

Pre-Shrunk Materials
BAKING
POWDER

ALL WOOL CARDIGAN

SWEATERS

»•'

RUSSELL
Funeral Home
CARL M. STILPHEN
LADY ASSISTANT
M HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

PHONE 701

WASHABLE RAYON

• CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND. ME.

SPORT SHIRTS

1-tf

In deep tones and pastels.

STORM COATS
THESE COATS ARE EXCEPTIONAL VALUES

“Aye” Gabardine, $5.95
“Doverdale,” $3.95

Printed With Your Name.
A Lavish Variety of Styles and Sizes.
Make Your Selection Today!

McGregor “Aspen”
Wool Flannels
$7.95
Colors: Red, Maroon, Green

SAVITT’S, INC.
“Style Without Extravagance”

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

369 Main St.
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FOR SALE

Haven Ct., where the McCluskeys
SWAN’S ISLAND
SEARSMONT
will pass a week with Mrs. Emily
Mrs. Paul Roberts gave a birth
Roland Mehuren has returned to
FRESHENED Jersey Heifers for
McCluskey, and Miss Bess McClus
Auburn after spending a week’s day party recently for her mother,
sale RALPH PEARSE, Hope. Tel.
INEXPENSIVE
—
EFFECTIVE
key.
Miss
Packard
will
visit
MRS. ISABEL LABE
ALENA L. STARRETT
Lincolnville 31-3.
112*114
vacation with his mother, Mrs Vida Mrs. Fred Hagan at her home.
her sister-in-law, Mrs. Maynard
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES
Mehuren, and his uncles, Gardner Present were Mrs Ella Higgins,
Correspondent
Correspondent
SOFT Coal Stoker with controls
Packard, in Hartford.
. HERE'S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
Mrs. Nellie Ranqulst, Mrs. Goldie
and Drummond Hemenway.
for sale. TEL, 1417._______ 112*114
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Rogers have
Telephone 78
Telephone 49
Advertisements
in
this
column
not
to
exceed
three
lines
Inserted
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Reeve and Talnter, Mrs. Jeanie Burns, Mrs.
BRUSH for sale, to bank houses
returned to
Burlington, Mass.,
once for 50 cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10 cents
son
Everett of West Sayville, N. Y., Rosa Staples and Mrs. Annie each for each line, half price each additional time used. Five small and flower gardens. FRANK RUSLeland
R.
Polkey,
20,
of
Waldo

Mrs. Carl Erickson was leted after being guests of Mr. and Mrs.
SELL, Tel. 193-M.__________112*114
words to a line.
boro, enlisted in the U. S. Army- were recent visitors at the Hem- Roberts.
Monday at a surprise stork show William Barrett.
Special
Notice!
All
“
blind
ads
”
so
called
1.
e.
advertisements
which
enway
home.
Passengers
on
the
Sunbeam
re

HARD and soft coal, coke and
Corps
of
Engineers
with
rank
of
Re

er given by Mrs. David White. Pres,
Benjamin B. Harding
Mrs. Vida Mehuren, Gardner and cently to Rockland were Calvin require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazette office for hand briquettes. Prompt delivery. J. B.
eat were Misses Ann and Lois Nor
Rev. Lee A. Perry conducted fu cruit. He was sworn in on Nov. 16,
ling, cost 25 cents additional.
PAULSEN, Thomaston, Tel. 62.
wood, Mrs. Damon Gushee, Mrs neral services Friday at the Sim and will report to the 9lh Inf. Di Drummond Hemenway, and Everett Stockbridge, Mr. and Mrs. Nelson
112*114
ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
Howard Maxey. Miss Alice Ken- mons Funeral home for Benjamin vision. Fort Dix, N. J., as hrs ini Reeve Were recent guests of Mr. Morse, Mr. and Mrs. Jack Watling.
Effective September 15
TUXEDO,
size
40, for sale. Like
histon, Mrs. Merrill Wren, Mrs. Er B Harding, 75, who died Tuesday tial assignment. Recruit Polkey i ‘and Mrs Sewall Davis, Jr. in Au- Mr. and Mrs. Carlyle Staples, Mrs. On that date and thereafter no classified ads will be accepted without new; 114 Main St„ Thomaston.
nest Payson Mrs. I lewellyn Payson at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Orin a son of Elmer and Tyyne S. Pol- i biiro. Deborah Davis and Miss Hester Freethy, Mrs. Frederick the cash and no bookkeeping will be maintained fur these ads.
TEL. 214._________________ 112-114
ALL MUST BE PAID FOR
and Mrs. Theodore Silli. all of this Harding, alter an illness of about key. IU uncle, Charles Polkey i Beverly Small of Lisbon Center Ranquist. Mr. and Mrs John Mar
TWO Coleman Gas Floor Furas received except from firms maintaining regular accounts with The
' returned home with them.
town, Miss Emily Smith ol Thom three weeks. Mr. Harding had been now serving is the U. S Army.
nacs for sale, with Automatic
tin, Mrs. Minnie Parker, Mrs. Courier-Gazette. Count The Words—Five To a Line.
Controls.
Used
about
three
Mrs. Cora McLain and Harris Among the recent successful deer Maud Bridges, Miss Bessie Kast
aston, Mrs. Lloyd Mayberry ol m failing health several years. In
months. ALBERT C MANK, RFJD.
Rockland, and Mrs. Otto Bowden. terment was in Leonard cemetery. McLain have moved to the house on hunters here were Mrs. Vida Me- and Mrs. Tina JoyceWaldoboro. Tel, Warren 32-23.
FOR SALE
LOST AND FOUND
Jr., of Waldoboro Prize awards in
huren, Gardner Hemenway, and Joe
Mr Harding was born in this lower Friendship street
114*119
Mrs. Laura Stinson and Mrs.
Mrs. Cassie Simmons of Portland Zachowski.
the games were made to Mrs. May tow n sun nl Orin and Emily Davis
BOYS’ and Girls’ Ice Skates for
Linnie Stanley of Rockland have OVER 150 Customers lost. If
STORM Windows, Cupboards and
berry of Rockland, and Mrs Da Harding. Except for a few years was a visitor here Wednesday.
Ei nest Townsend i.s visiting Iris been guests for a few days of rela found in this vicinity please direct sale. Practically new. TEL. 764-W. j Cabinets made to order. C. E. KA
Mr. and Mrs. H. R. Pyne who daughter, Mrs. Nina French in
114*115 I LER, 68 Pleasant St. Tel. 504-M.
mon Gushee of Warren.
them to GEORGE'S TYDOI. STA
residence in Sangerville. where he
tives here.
______________________ 112*114
TION for gas. Next to the Strand
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Adams and worked m a woolen mill, he passed Were registered at Stahl's Tavern Marshfield.
DODGE
(19481
4-door
Sedan
(de
Miss Bessie E. Kast has returned Theatre. Tel. 333114*116
returned Thursday to Far Hills.
BLACK Iron Magee Range for
luxe model) for sale. Motorola ra
daughters, Misses Mary and Betty most of his life here.
Mr. and Mrs Albert Bardsley,
to Harrisburg Pa., after spending
BROWN Kid Gloves lost Satur dio, air conditioning heater. Low sale, $10. May be seen at McLain
Surviving are two daughters N. J.
Adams of West Hartford, Ct., and
■Sr., and Raymond Gelo attended
One owner. TEL. 988. School. Inquire at office of SUPT.
day, between Woolworth’s and Gay- mileage.
Mrs. Mabel Mank was a recent the recent installation of officers six months at her cottage here.
Miss Evelyn Sawyer of Gorham, N Mrs. Maurice E. Davis, and Mrs
112-114
114-116 OF SCHOOLS y
street. Reward if returned to THE
Mrs.
Levi
Moulden
has
returned
visitor
in
Augusta
Kenneth
Cousins,
both
of
this
place
H., are week-end holiday guests oi
cf Waldo Pomona at Thorndike.
COURIER-GAZETTE OFFICE.
REAL
ESTATE
TWO
630x16
Snow
Tires,
nearly
Mrs.
Maude
Orbeton
of
Rockland
anti two sons, Benjamin, Jr., and
Mr. and Mrs. Harold D Sawyer.
113*115
Mr. Gelo was installed as gatekeepr. home, having been called to Rock
Nicely located at 26 Holmes
new for sale. TEL. 11-2, Tenant’s
was guest Friday of Mrs W. G.
land by the death of her nephew’s
Mrs. Nan Clark has returned from Grin; and 13 grandchildren.
Mlss Belle Lowell was recent
Harbor, after 5 p. m.
114-115 Street, the "Harriett Niles” dwell
Labe.
ing; six small rooms and flush with
TO LET
Rockland, where she was guest for
! guest of Mr. and Mrs. Loren Jack- wife, Mrs. Leroy Peaslee.
QUAKER Pot Burner for sale. lavatory; two-car garage, extra size
For easy Christmas Shopping,
Mrs. Helen Brackett of Rockland
Rev. and Mrs. Thomas Heming
a week at the homes of her nieces,
| sen in Morrill.
Used one year. Perfect condition. lot. taxed low and priced at $2500
ONE
five-room
unfurnished
Mrs. Jennie Richards. and Miss buy "Realsilk" gifts from your lo was a visitor Friday in this town
Miss Martha Hartshorn, R. N. are moving to the house of Mrs. Apartment with bath. No children Price $50. Reason for selling, moved for quick sale,
Miss
Harriet
Fossett
ol
New
Har

cal representative, Bess B. Gowdy,
to heated house; 8 BEECHWOOD FRANK A. WHEELER, General
Bessie Philbrook.
oi Swanville visited Saturday at the Marne Joyce in Atlantic.
or pets allowed. Phone 1574. Elec ST, Thomaston.
113*114 Insurance, Rea] Estate Brokerage,
136 Maul St„ Thomaston. Tel. 107. bor is substituting at the High
home of Mr. and Mrs. Russell
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Bridges have tric range, and hot water heater
Mrs. Nan Erickson of North
■adv
ENAMELLED,
circulating
Heater 21 -North Main St. Tel. 830. 114-lt
114*116 School in the absence of Mrs. Grace 1 Knight.
Warren, is passing the Winter with
returned from a week's visit in furnished, $32.50 per month.
Grant.
114tf for coal for sale; pre-war, medium
DRY Slabwood, sawed stove
Mrs Nellie Marriner of Vassal- Rockland.
her son-in-law and daughter, Mr
size. TEL. 12.
113*115 length, big jumbo cord load, $10.
Mrs. Maude Clark Gay was an
GROSS NECK
APARTMENT, 1st floor, no obboro
is
visiting
her
cousins,
Mrs.
and Mrs. Donald Kenniston
The Methodist Ladies’ Aid met , jections to children. TEL. CAM1938 HUDSON 8 for sale. Good Special price $6, small load, for
Visitors Sunday at the home of Augusta visitor Thursday.
Etta Marriner and George Lawry. Thursday at the home of Mrs. j den 2052.
condition. W. C THURSTON. So. limited time only. Call HILL
Mr. and Mrs. Niilo Hill and family
113-115
The
senior
class
has
elected
as
Mrs. Ida Waltz were Mr. and Mrs.
Union. Tel . Union 21-14. 113-115 CREST, Warren, 35-41 for prompt,
Mrs. Walter Burgess of Uhion Mary Trask.
are located at the Erickson faim in
llltf
I UNFURNISHED Apt to let.
Stanley Waltz, Mr. and Mrs. Dewey staff for the yearbook; Editor-in- and Airs. Gladys Trafford of Hallo
1949 ELECTRIC Refrigerator for dependable service.
North Warren for the Winter.
Rev. Thomas Heming returned TEL. 436-W.
113*115 sale. Very good condition. TEL.1 BEAUTIFUL, Hand-carved Hope
j Winchenbach of West Waldoboro chief, Janice Ralph; business man- well called Saturday on Harold
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Dente of
ager, William Paul; girls sports
home Thursday after a month's
113*115 Chest for sale. MRS C. E GROTand Mr Mertie Booth of Kaler's
ROOMS Available at THE STAN 1302-J.
Cobb.
Cambridge, Mass., have been guests
boy'-,
editor, Faye Winchenbach
stay in Detroit and Ohio.
LEY HOUSE, Spring St., city. Call
PASTURE standing Christmas TON., 138 Camden St. Tel. 1091-W.
Corner.
The
benefit
supper
and
auction
of Mr. and Mrs. Donald Mathews.
sports editor .Herbert I.ee Others
in or Phone 1281-M.
113-115 trees for sale. MAYNARD BREN ____________________________ llOtf
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Chaplain
Carlson-Heming
held by the P.T.A. Nov. 18 netted
SEASONED Pine and Spruce
113*115
The senior class play, "Out on a have closed their Summer home will be elected later
HEATED and unheated furnished NAN, Warren
A pretty church wedding was
nearly $100. Mrs. .Shriley CunLimb,” a three-act comedy, given and gone to Westbrook.
WILLYS-KNIGHT Station Wag Lumber for sale; also Dry Hard
Apts., to let. V. F STUDLEY. 77
; ninghanr was chairman of the auc solemnized Monday night at the Park St. Tels. 8063 or 1234. Il3tf on (1949) for sale, 2000 miles. Price Wood for fuel. R. I.. OXTON West
TENANT’S HARBOR
Friday at Town Hall, was an hilar
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Foster and
right for quick sale. TEL. ROCK Rockport. Tel. Camden 8317.
Mr and Mrs. William Leppanen tion committee and her assistant, Methodist Church when Miss Betty
ious success, the audience kept
ROOMS. Board by day or week. LAND 178-R.
daughter Carol were guests Sun
113*115 __________________________113*115
Jane
Heming,
daughter
of
Rev.
and
Mrs.
Ida
Mitchell;
Donald
Allgrove
while on a recent hunting trip had
laughing all during the show. Spe
WEBBER’S INN. TeL 340-3, Thom
DRY Slabs sawed, Approx. 1 cord,
day at Milton Eugley’s in Nobleboro,
Mrs.
Thomas
Heming,
was
united
CHRISTMAS
Wreaths
for
doors,
aston.
2tf
as guests, "Mickey'’ Harris former i chairman of the supper; Quantacial novelty acts between the
windows and cemetery for sale. for sale, $7 suick delivery. WM. A.
Mr and Mrs. Ralph Eugley. Mrs
in
marriage
to
Sheldon
Carlson
of
bacook
Lodge,
F.&A.M
donated
Red Sox pitcher now witli the
scenes, were presented by Ronald
Special sizes made to order. STILES HEATH. Tel. Warren 32-5. 113-115
Jr vine Genthner, son Ernest and
Barbour.
Washington
Senators,
George , the use of its dining hall for the Minturn, son of Mr. and Mrs.. Axel MISCELLANEOUS FARM, opposite Oakland Park, Rt.
BALED Hay and nice Winter
daughter Lois of West Waldoboro
1, City.
113-115 Squash for sale. NEIL RUSSELL.
Rev. and Mrs. Hubert Swetnam
Leary, Albert Smalley ol Arlington, ' auction. Sherman C. English was Carlson The father of the bride
BICYCLES bought, sold and
109tf
PURE strained Honey, $150 for Tel. 408, Lake Ave., City.
and daughter Mary, oi Hyde Park, were callers Sunday at Ernest Eug Abe Noble of Milton, Mass., and auctioneer. Last year the P.T.A. officiated.
traded; repaired, painted like new.
ley
’
s.
PONTIAC Sedan, 1934, for sale.
The
couple
were
attended
by
Miss
Mass., will pass the holiday week
Robert Martin of Billerica, Mass. raised and expended nearly $300
RAYE’S CRAFT SHOP, 14 Prescott 5-lb pail at the door. TYLER S.
113*115 $160. TEL. CAMDEN 633, or 71
for new seats for the village Helen Venny of Deer Isle and Ver St„ City.
end with her parents, Mr and Mrs
105*Th*114 DAVIS, Union.
112*114
GIRL
’
S
Bicycle,
practically
new, Main St., Rockport.
non
Stinson,
cousins
of
the
bride

NORTH
WARREN
schoolhouse and an electric stove
Harold I. Drewett.
MATINICUS
DO your Fall plowing now. No in excellent condition for sale; also
CHICKS
—
Pullorum
Clean
U. S.
Mrs. Nellie Benner is passing the
Mrs. Esther Young has gone to for the hot lunch program. Hot groom.
Mrs. Sidney Wyllie has returned
job too big or too small Phone 408. Buick Sedan (1936) clean, depend Approved for sale. Bronchitis Sc
Winter
at
the
home
of
C.
A.
Webb.
The
church
was
attractively
dec

NEIL RUSSELL, Lake Ave., Rock able transportation.
lunches are again a P.T.A. project
home from Marlboro, Mass., where
Somerville, Mass., on business
Reasonably Newcastle immune sex-link Pullets
108tf priced. Call at 81 NORTH MAIN and Cockerels for a few open dates
Mi-s. Lauri Macklin is confined
she passed two weeks with her
Mrs. Raymond Webber has re j this year, with other community orated with fir and red berries, and land.
ST
113*115 during Dec. and Jan. in twice week
brother and sister-in-law, Mr. and to her bed with sciatica
turned from the mainland, where services to be decided upon later. red and yellow candles. Ushers
Mrs. Albert Cadieux, to assist dur
Mrs. Charles Erickson is residing she spent several days on business.
were Jack Whitehill and Myron
ADDING Machine, Burroughs, ly hatches. DUTCH NECK HATCH
NORTH SEARSMONT
ERY, Melville W. Davis.
Tel.
ing, Mrs. Cadieux’s convalescense with her daughter, Mrs. Donald
Sprague.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Cole of Cam nine million dollar capacity, only 122-23 Waldoboro, Me.
Mr. and Mrs. Crosby Aines are
CLARK ISLAND
$25.
STATE
NEWS
COMPANY.
following surgical treatment
Kenniston for the Winter.
Special services are planned for
The bride wore a light blue gown den were dinner guests Thursday
residing witli his father. Fred
113-115 ___________________ 107tf
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy McCluskey,
Mr. and Mrs. Nilo Hill and fam Ames.
two weeks, beginning Monday, Nov. trimmed with white, and white lace of Mr. and Mrs. Richard Merriam.
DRY, cleft Hardwood, top quality,
accompanied by
Misss Florence ily are occupying the Erickson
mostly beach and maple. Prompt
Mr. and Mrs.. Richard Ames have 28, to be held in the Baptist church hat to match. Her corsage was of Mr. and Mrs. Burleigh Sheldoti of
WANTED
delivery.
HILLCREST. Warren.
Packard went Wedneday to New property
been on the mainland for several Pastors from neighboring churches white pinks. The bridesmaid was Belfast were callers Sunday at the
Tel. 35-41.
lOttf
Merriam
home.
Ms.
Linda
Gray
of
will
speak.
There
will
be
special
mu

WILL
care
for
children
afterdressed in Alice blue with pink cor
days to move their household
TOURIST
Home,
for
sale,
in
noons
or
evenings.
TEL. 1153-M.
Brookline, Mass., has been guest
goods from Somerville, Mass, to sical features. Speakers for thc sage and hat of pink and blue.
Thomaston. Write “T. H.,” care
113*114
for
a
week.
first
week
are:
Monday.
Rev.
Ken

Mrs. Mertice Colberth played the
Rockland.
The Courier-Gazette.
108-116
MIDDLE-AGED Woman, with no
Joseph Maddockss of Burkettville
Just an even dozen bicycles are neth Cassens, Rockland; Tuesday, wedding march.
home
ties,
for
general
housework,
A reception was held at Seaside was week-end guest of Mr. and wanted by an elderly couple. HOR
lined up around the schoolhouse Rev. Earl B. Hunt, Tenant's Har
Mrs. Elden Maddocks. Mrs. Susie TON, 219 Cedar St., city. Tel.
bor;
Wednesday,
Rev.
John
A.
(Hall
in Atlantic.
these days—both boys’ and girls,
112*114
Mr. Heming is a lobster fisher Maddocks anu son Paul called Sun. 1014-W.
large, small and medium sizes, but Barker Rockland; Thursday. Rev.
day, and Mr. and Mrs. X X. Mal
Earl
B
Hunt,
Tenant
’
s
Harbor;
Fri

WOULD
like
to
board
children,
man.
His
bride
is
organist
in
the
none that was "built for two."
day Rev. Lee A. Perry, Warren.
Methodist Church and teacher of lett of Warren were dinner guests. days. $8.00 per week or $1.50 day. We have the latest patterns and
Lerman Thompson and family
MRS ALICE ESTES, 20 Orange St. designs in such name brands as
the beginners’ department of the Mrs. Maurice Strum and son Ro- Tel. 229-M.
are at their home in Rockland for
LINGUA LATINIA
112*114
bie
of
Dartmouth,
N.
S..
were
re

* ARMSTRONG
the Winter.
•Or The Simplest Way To Go Crazy) Sunday School.
PRACTICAL
Nurse
with
hospital
* CONGOLEUM-NAIRN
cent visitors.
They will reside in Minturn.
Mr. and Mrs. Emery Philbrook "O, Latin is a language
* BIRD’S
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Merriam, experience available. MRS. BER
THA S. CASSENS. Tel. 23-W.
and Mr .and Mrs. Edwin Ames and “As fine as fine can be;
* SLOANE-BLABON
accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. El
113*115
Inlaid Linoleum
PORT CLYDE
son Paul went to Rockland Friday, “First it killed the Romans,
den Maddocks were in Augusta
Rubber, Asphalt Tile
"And now it’s killing me.”
A CROWD cl marked People
Mrs. Ada Brennan picked French
returning Sunday.
Monday on business.
• Quoted from the unpublished violets in her garden Friday.
wanted to attend a masquerade ball. Ail installations are Guaranteed
Ralph Philbrook was in Rockland works of Watt A. Shortfellow),
Satisfactory
Nov. 25 8.30 to 12 at Watts Hall,
If you want to save money, read this advertise
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Monaghan
over the week-end.
THANKSGIVING 1949
Thomaston. Prizes, music, dancing, Let us give you an estimate on
People
.say,
as
well
they
should,
your flours.
ment, if not read a good book, or the news. We
and Mrs. Ernest Maloney motored We are grateful, Lord,
Sharp lightning was noticed at That idle minds will do no good.
spot waltz and fun galore. NOR’
.TEL. 939
EASTERS
’
ORCHESTRA.
Tickets
Thursday
to
Portland
on
a
business
For Summer’s gift oi many sunlit
have a Large Stock, bought right, and no store or
5 a. m. Tuesday and later in tin* But this, I say. is not the plight
25c
and
60c.
108*114
hours,
Of Latin students less than bright. trip.
day it snowed.
,
United Home Supply Co.
corporation can compete with us. A visit here will
WE buy all kinds of Scrap iron
Mrs. Maud Stone of Pleasant For new friends and
that
Mrs.
Everett
Philbrook
and
son
Where Willow and Rankin
Our
patient
teachers
strain
their
quickly convince you.
were ours.
wits
Point is ‘spending a few days at her For clear, cool mornings and long and metal, motors, machinery, bat
Wayne have returned from Port
Streets Meet
teries
and
rags.
Highest
prevailing
I carry all standard lines, at prices you can af
579 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
home here.
busy days,
land, where they visited her par To send and keep us into fits,
prices
paid.
MORRIS
GORDON
Assignments tedious and long
92-T&TH-U
ford to pay.
Always remember a Dollar spent
The Baptist Sewing Circle was- For swims and walks and climbing & SON, 6 T St. Tel. 388-W.
ents.
Keep us from breaking into song.
mountain
ways.
114tf
entertained at Mrs Harry Low
wisely is a good investment.
For time to learn the things of outThe Latin textbook (does it smell 1)
DRY Hard Wood, Lumber, Spruce
PIANOS and House Organs tuned,
ell’s recently. Refreshments were
of-doors,
Gibson, Coolerator, Admiral Electric Refriger
Is popular with us as—well,
Laths, for sale. ED. WOTTON, In.
$4.00.
Pipe
Organs
tuned,
$50.
JOHN
served.
share our daily chores.
If Medicos we plan to be
HUBBS, 69 Park St. Tel. 199-M. graham Hill. Tel. 1388-M. 104*1116
ators and Freezers, all sizes. Youngstown, KitchenWe have to study it, ah me!
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Sunmons and The chance to plan, and work, and
STOVE length Dry Slabs, deliv
113*125
Kraft, American, and Tracy Sinks and Cabinets.
For fun and laughter and for spirits
Change from Screen to Storm
Now, folks, I'll cause you no more Mrs. Ralph Simmons have been on
ALTERATIONS and Repair Work ered, large load, approx. 2 cords,
gay
Windows
in
Seconds
Glenwood Gas and Oil, or Coal Combination Stoves.
$19, small load $10. Hardwood sawed
worry;
a trip to Portland.
That echo and re-echo through a done at the Mend-It Shop, 102 as desired. LELAND TURNER.
From Inside Your House.
To learn my Latin I must hurry.
Union St. Grove St., entrance. Tel.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Monaghan
Electric Stoves, Gibson and Admiral.
Monarch,
Winter’s day,
64tf
Because, while composing this poem
BURROWES
113*118 Tel. 406-J. after 5 p. m.
motored Sunday to South Hiram, For woods and streams with love 94-W. EVA AMES.
Quality, Estate Electric Combination Stoves, Dual
so crummy
CITY Service Range and Furnace
All Aluminum Combination
liness
adorned,
1 should be cramming my mental taking Mrs. Etta Teel to the home For shadowed paths and sunlight
Ovens.
Thor, Fairbanks-Morse, Blackstone and
Oil; del. anywhere in Rockland,
Storm Windows and Screens
tummy.
of her sister Miss Edith Gilmore,
Thomaston, Warren; prompt and
in the fields beyond.
Call or Write for Estimate
Thor Automatic Electric Washers. The entire line
I WILL BUY
So cross your fingers and hope and for the Winter.
courteous service. Tel. 406-J. L.
For vespers sweet before the hush
pray
of International Harvester Deep Freezers and Re
R. TURNER, Old County Road,
of night.
E. T. LONG, Factory Rep. That I’ll get nothing below an A!
The knitting class conducted by
1st and 2d Mortgages
85tf
Forest of spirit and a new insight.
TF.L. 1503
frigerators. Glenwood, and many other makes of
Alma
Heal
gave
a
stork
shower
re

On Real Estate
Lois M. Cassens, RH.S. ’53.
For all these bounteous gifts we did
113 CAMDEN ST., ROCKLAND
STEEL,
Ralls
60
lbs.,
several
thou

cently in honor of Mrs. Henry Bry
straight Gas Stoves.
Apartment size Electric
not seke
105-Th-tf
sand feet for sale. Good for boat
Read The Courier-Gazette
"UNCLE
BENant
at
the
New
Ocean
House.
Pres

We thank Thee, Lord, in this
railways or lumber yard to stack
Stove $100. Apartment size Gas Stoves $75.00.
Thanksgiving week
ent were Mrs. Wilfred Hooper, Mrs.
12 Myrtle St., Rockland, Me. lumber. JOHN MEEHAN & SON,
Several makes of Kitchen Stoves, with and without
Clark Island. Tel. Rockland, 21-W2’
Barbara Johnson Sisson.
Everett Torrey. Mrs. Edith HolTel. 670
A. c. Hocking, Tenant’s Harbor
Oil Burners. Bathroom Sets complete, or sold in
strom, Mrs. Merrill Chadwick,
Read The Courier-Gazette
Tel. 56-13.
35tf
separate pieces.
87-tf
Gwendolyn Chadwick. Mrs Lillian
WASHING
Machine
and
Wringer
ANTIQUES, Glass, China, Furni
Quaker, Lonagan, Duo-Therm, Am. Gas. Super
Bryant, Betty White, Mrs. Howard
Repairing. Pick up and de
ture. old Paintings, etc., wanted. Roll
Lowell,
Mrs
Henry
Bryant,
Mrs.
liver. Tel. 677, Rockland. BIT1®R
flame Oil Burning Heaters.
I have a very large
off
CARL E. FREEMAN, Glen Cove. CAR & HOME SUPPLY.
13tf
Flora Barter and Mrs. Heal. The
Tel. Rockland 103.
8tf
stock of these and we are going to sell them cheap.
GRANITE (hVES FOREVER
dining
room
was
prettily
decorated
Lynn and Silent Glow Range Oil Burners, high
Stone walks, Flagging, Wall stone.
by Mrs. Torrey and Mrs. Lowell. A
Paving, Property Markers, Honor
sleeve $27.95.
pink and blue cradle containing
Rolls, Pier Stone, Outdoor Fire
We carry Sherwin Williams Paint, have a lot of
gifts was the center of attraction.
places Rip Rap for Breakwaters
Farnsworth
Memorial
Euilding
Piers, Boat Moorings and
White Enamel (inside) for $3.00 gal.
Lewyt
A dainty repast was served by Mrs.
Help 15 Miles of Kidney Tubes
for real estate no matter where lo and
Chain, Culvert.
Flush Out Poisonous Waste
Hooper and Mrs. Lowell.
Vacuum Cleaners, Hamilton Beech Mixers. Radios
352 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND, ME.,
TEL. 980
"EVERYTHING IN GRANITE”
When disorder of kidney function permits
cated or in what condition. If priced
poisonous matter to remain in your blood,
JOHN MEEHAN & SON,
and Radio Combinations, at prices that will floor
it may cause nagging backache, rheumatic
right will make cash bid and pass
Clark Island, Me.
pains, leg pains, loss of pep and energy, get
you. A few Overstuffed Chairs for $22.95, and 3Tel. Rockland 21-W2
ting up nights, swelling, puffiness under the
papers
at
once.
eyes,
headaches
and
dizziness.
Frequent
or
Piece Sets, first class. Plastic Covered Breakfast
A. C. Hocking
Bcanty passages with smarting and burning
- Tel. Tenant's Harbor 56-13
Sometimes shows there is something wrong
Sets, the latest colors (three) $79.95. Arvin Break
Repay CASH YOU GET
With your kidneys or bladder.
4tt
"UNCLE BEN"
Monthly
Don’t wait! Ask your druggist for Doan's
fast Sets, red and black all steel, $49.95. If you
$110 $190 $260
Pills, a stimulant diuretic, used successfully
CONCRETE Products for sale—
by millions for over 60 years. Doan’s give
12 MYRTLE ST.. ROCKLAND, ME.
need Used Stoves or Heaters, we have a large stock
Burial vaults, septic tanks building
happy relief and will help the 15 miles of
ISMos. $9.21 $1588 $21.60
posts, outside concrete work, air
I kidney tubes flush out poisonous waste from
Tel. 670
of both.
20 Mos 7.39 12.73 17.29
your blood. Get Doan’s Pills.
Compressor work. ROBERT C
Interett charges- 3% per month on
ltf
87-tf BURNS. Tel. 1439.
$$
Open Week-days, Evenings, Sundays.
$$

WARREN

USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS

WALDOBORO

PRICES SLASHED
TO THE BONE

Want New Smooth
Floors?

LOWEST PRICES IN MAINE
ON APPLIANCES

Change In Seconds

KIDNEYS
MUST REMOVE
EXCESS ACIDS

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.

Will Pay Cash

to $150; 2'/j% per month
on any remainder ol tuch balances up
bo/anew up

IN ONE TRIP!

YOUR LOCAL FRANCHISED DEALER
Gibson Electric Refrigerators, and Electric Stoves, Deep Freez
ers. International Harvester Electric Refrigerators and Deep
Freezers. Admiral Electric Refrigerators and Electric Stoves.
Monarch Electric Comb, and Glenwood Gas and Oil Stoves.
Kitchen Kraft and Youngstown Kitchens Complete.
Eastern Maine’s Largest and Lowest Price Appliance Store.
Shawmut Bank Finance

Harold B. Kaler, Washington, Maine
Telephone 5-25
114-117
marajgrazjararejBraranjararafgrajgra. rJrJrJrir-ij

to $300.(12)

Phone the YES MANager—give a few necessary facts
—then come in. It’s "Yes” to 4 out of 5 promptly.

loons $25 to $303 on Signature, Furniture or Car

Tbr-md
HH.Wi eft

"rwf co/ma>anr/7 that triers to sat rrs-

FINANCE CO.
2nd FL, 356 MAIN ST., PHONE:
toons mode to residents of o'l sonounding towns

•

1133

Smoll Loon Statute License No. 3S

LOANS $350 UP TO $1000 MADE BY
tlFW FNCMAND

FCORPORATION

OPEN SATURDAYS UNTIL NOON—EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT

AUTOMOTIVE & MARINE
MACHINE SHOP
Our men are qualified through knowledge and 50 year* ot
experience to give yon Machine Shop Satisfaction, In Automotive
and Marine Service. Let us serve your Machine Shop Require
ments. Come in especially and see our new large Van Norman
stationary crank shaft regrinder, Tobin Arp line boring machine,
Tobin Arp pin fitting machine, Tobin Arp resizing machine.

CARR’S AUTOMOTIVE SUPPLIES
586 MAIN ST,

ROCKLAND, ME.,

TEL. 24
114-Th-tf

PUT MOKE OPPORTUNITY

IN YOUK FUTURE

PUT $18.75 A MONTH
In Series E Savings Bond*
through The Payroll Savings
Plan. IN IS YEARS YOU WILL
OWN SAVINGS BONDS WORTH

5X000 MATURITY TALUK.

BODY and FENDER
WORK
COMPLETE PAINT JOBS
ANY TYPE TRUCK REPAIRS
RADIATOR CLEANING AND
REPAIRS
ANY TYPE OP WELD^IG

Rowling’s Garage
778 MAIN ST., ROCKLAMn —
TEL. MS-V
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KNOX-LINCOLN SCHOOL PRESS CLUB NEWS ITEMS
St. George Carnival

Union Wins and Ties

PERFECT ATTENDANCE RECORD I Majorettes

for Orange and Black Band

Boys Hand Walker High a To Raise Senior Class Trip
Funds To Be Held At
Ar 49-22 Drubbing While
For First Quarter Of School Year Set By 113
IGOF Hall Dec. 1
Girls Tie At 29-29
The Seniors at St. George High
in Tenant’s Harbor will hold their
annual Senior Carnival at the Odd
Fellows Hall in Tenant’s Harbor
Thursday, Dec. 1.
The entire proceeds of the affair
be used for the Senor class trip at
graduation time next June.
The fair will start at 1.30 p. m.
with a program planned to give all
who attend a full afternoon of fun.
A baked bean supper will be served
from 5.30 to 6.30, which will be
followed by a movie in the eve
ning.
The Seniors offer a variety of
items for sale during the afternoon,
many of which would make ex
cellent Christmas presents.

Union basketeers opened their
season with Walker High of Lib
erty Monday night, the boys taking
their game by a lopsided score and
the girls tielng up with the Lib
erty lassies.
Coach Kenoyer played his first
squad ln the town hall game only
first period and the last few
minutes of the game as Union
rolled over the Walker High lads.
Going into the half time rest
period,* Union led by 27 to 8 and
stretched that lead to 49-22 at the
game’s end. The subs carried a
good part of the scoring during the
game against the Walker first
string outfit.
High scorer of the game was
Ralph Knight who racked eight
baskets from the floor and three
f&l points for a total of 19.
The girls put on a fine exhibition
of scrappiness as they overcame a
20 to 8 lead held by Walker at half
time to roll up the points in the
fourth period to lead 29-28 with a
minute of play to go. A foul grant
ed Walker tallied and the game
ended deadlocked.
Phyllis Wentworth caged seven
baskets for 14 points while her
ynnlng mate, Annie Moore, was

Camden Art Club
The Art Club is continuing its
regular meetings on Mondays at
3.30. On Nov. 14, the nice weather
lured the group to the park by the
harbor, where they did crayon
sketches. All the students enjoyed
themselves, especially Winnie Coathup, who produced a “masterpiece."
The class hopes there will be more
out-door meetings.

only one basket and two points
behind.

Seniors

Betty Knowlton, Loren
Carol Huntley, Audrey
Laura Hyvari.

Harvey,
Hooper,

Sterling Alden, Mary Berry, John
Blackman, Helen Candage, Barbara
Clark, Averie Eaton, Walter Glendenning, (Post Graduate), Anthony
Guistin, Jacqueline Grispi, Maur
een Hamalainen, Wesley Hoch,
Richard Jones.
Lloyd Kenniston, Janice Koster,
Marion Lindsey, Warren Perry,
Eunis Pettis, Milton Proctor, WilFreshmen
berta Richards, Alberta Sprague,
Janice Beal, Claudette Athearn,
Janette Sulides, Marion Tracy, Pa Judith Campbell, Charlotte Brack
tricia Whitehill, Idabelle Wiggin, ett, Shirley Nelson Jacqueline
Barbara Winchenbach.
Moore, Diane McAuliffe, Richard
Hanley, Robert Joseph, Frank
Juniors
Christine Carvason, Jennie Cuth Luizza, Shirlene Lord.
Ronald Marsh, Patricia Griffith,
bertson. Neva Cuthbertson, Prances
Dow, Virginia Young, Ronald Tol Roger Young, Ann Thurston, Alice
man, Paul Sulides, Fred Strout, Thurston, Alice Travis, Gary Sea
Donald Stein, Phyllis Springer, vey, Malcolm Smith, Edgar SukeElizabeth Spear, Mildred Sherman, forth, Kenneth Robinson, Ellen
Sulides Marianne Pellicani.
Gloria Sewall.
Helen Pinkerton, Norma Alsen,
Patricia Seliger, David Scarlott,
Cora Rowling, Louise Priest, Rich' John Newman, Terry Economy,
ard Preston Edward Newhall, Cath Helen Chase, Leroy Cassidy, Alice
erine Libby, Stephany Lindquist, Carter, Judith Burns.

NOTES FROM ALL SCHOOLS
Union—Winner of the turkey giv
North Haven—A cake sale was
held Saturday, Nov. 5, in Hop- en away last week was Mrs. Georgia
kin’s Store. The dance that eve Creamer of North Warren.
ning was the most succesful yet.
North Haven—The work on the
Rockland—The teachers on noon new ball-field is progressing rapid
duty this week are: Mrs. Robinson, ly, Students have been very faith
ful in clearing and burning brush.
Miss Salo and Miss Tibbetts.
Waldoboro—Miss Harriet Fossett,
of New Harbor, is substituting at
W. H. S. in the absence of Mrs.
Grace Grant. Miss Fossett was,
until her retirement, instructor of
French and Latin at Lincoln
Academy.

Rockland—The students working
as office messengers this week are:
Shirlene Lord, Janice Mosher,
Roger Young, Shirley Nelson,. Milton Proctor, Helen Willis, and
Dorothy Molloy.

Warren—The Senior play “Out
On A Limb” was presented Fridaynight. Proceeds of the show will go
toward the fund to finance the Sen
ior class trip. Mrs. Irven Gammon
assisted at the play by making up
Union—The gym floor was recent the cast members for their stage ap
ly varnished and the basketball pearance.
backboards painted in readiness for
North Haven—The North Haven
the opening of the basketball sea
Grange has consented to let. the
son.
high school use the lower part of
Camden—A waste paper drive, the its hall for basketball games this
proceeds of which will go towards Winter.
the Senior class Washington trip
j fund, will be put on by the High
Warren—Rehearsals are being
School in the near future. Save your held for the one act plays which
will be presented in December.
paper and watch for the date.
Warren—The proofs for the Sen
ior pictures have arrived and the
class members are busy making
their selections.

THIS MAGIC

ICE CREAM
SCOOP

BOX OF 18

flu
CkfJ'cU*’5 1

ICE CREAM
CONE CUPS

Rockland — At regular Friday
cliapel exercises Principal Booth
by presided. Routine announce
ments were made and special an
nouncements concerning the lunch, room and junior prom were made
b.v Mr. Levitt.

Rockland — Cynthia Hallowell
typed the Tyler and Benner Hill
schools news items last week.

Camden—The regular meeting of
the F.H.A., was held on Monday.
Money making plans and projects
for the coming months were under
discussion.

Waldoboro — The Junior Class
; sponsored a Turkey Trot social in
Rockland — William Pease and
the gym last Friday from 8 to 11 Dale Knight are taking a vacation
from canteen this quarter. William
p. m.

LEAD WALDOBORO FRESHMEN

q.55 VALUE

EVERY USED CAR
WE SELL IS

ICE

CREAM

OENERAl. ICE CREAM CORP.

The Sophomores of the St. George
High School held a Hobo Hop at
the Wiley's Corner Grange Hall,
Thursday evening which was a
great success.
Noble Dorrie and Clara Peter
son were awarded prizes as the best
dressed “Hobos.”
The program was planned by Pa
tricia Dorrie, Harold Black, Rob
ert Paustini, Conrad MacKinnon,
Alton Chadwick, Emma Watts and
Marguerite Coid. “Truth or Con
sequences” and “Snap the Broom”
were among the games played
Music for dancing was furnished
by Mrs. Marrianne Skoglund.
Refreshments of cookies and
punch were served.

State Conference
For Older Boys Held At
Waterville Drew 26 From
Camden
«
- The 38th Maine State Older Boys”
Conference in Waterville, Nov. 18,
19, 20, was attended by 26 boys from
Camden and Rockport and two ad
visors.
Everyone who attended the con
ference had a fine time, gathered
much information and came home
with something to really think
about.
Those who attended were Robert
Rowe, Paul Christie, Lawrence
Drinkwater, Bob Thomas, Lindon
Christie, Jenness Keller, Charles
Dudley, Alfred Eaton, Fred Hale,
Ronald Banks, Shephen Felton,
John Heald, David Brown, Gilbert
Laite, Charles Masalin.
Milton Christie, Dirk Brown,
David Crockett, Albert Bennett,
John Dority, Parker Laite, Jack
Grinnell fom the Megunticook HiY and Fred Wheeler, Ralph Miller,
David McPheters and Marvin Welt
trom various churches. The two ad.
visors were Lindon Christie and
Herbert Lorenz.
Coiley and Manley Hart are taking
their places selling tickets. Girls
selling are Marilyn Seavey, Clau
dette Athearn, Shirley Nelson and
Judith Burns. They have been the
same all year.

The teachers of the junior and
senior high schools at Rockland
will spend their Thanksgiving va
cations in widely separated spots if
their announced intentions mater
ialize.
Plans on Wednesday as school
closed included that Jasper A.
Spear and family will be in War
ren. Miss Mary A. Browne will
spend several days at the Eastland
Hotel ln Portland, while Miss Cyn
thia Hayden will visit her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Gardner Hayden at
Pine Grove Farm in Raymond.
The Haydens will have Thanksgiv
ing dinner at the Mansion House,
Poland Spring.
Assembly At R. H. S. Gift Miss Ida Hughes will visit her
Of Chrysler To the Vo mother, Mrs. Elizabeth Hughes in
Union, and Miss Eleanor Fuller
cational Class
will be with her parents, Mr. and
Through the efforts of Mr. Tozier Mrs. A. L. Puller at Appleton. Miss
and with the co-operation of Mr. Joyce Adams journeys to Boothbay
Daniels, District Supervisor, Chrys to be with her father while Miss
ler Motor Company, Plymouth Divi- Margaret Gray goes to Sandy Point
siin, a new 1949 Plymouth engine to spend the holidays with her par
assembly has been obtained for use ents.
in the Rockland High School vo
Everett Meader of Ellsworth ex
cational shop. The engine will be pects to go hunting during the reused in Mr. McKenney's automo-!cess Lewis Levitt goes to Bangor:
tive classes.
| Mrs. Martha Viik to Monson and
Again, thanks are extended to A. Orono; Kenneth MacDougal to
P. Snowman, Charles Livingstone, Bowdoinham, E. L. Barnard to
and Morris Gordon for materials Camden, Mrs. Diana Pitts to Rockdonated to the high school shop, port, Charles Grant to Friendship,
in answer to a recent request for' A w Tozier will go to Litchfield
shop materials in The Courier- ancj Arnold McKenney to PortGazete.
land. Mr. Plummer, A. H. Boothby,
Mrs. Marjorie Argyle, Mrs. Rita
Robinson and Mrs. Ivy Hart will
spend the vacation at their homes
For Rockland Tigers To Be in Rockland.
Mrs. Dorinda Coughlin will visit
Held In School Gym
her mother. Mrs. B. P. Adams of
nasium Dec. 1
Bangor. Miss Dorothy Salo will
Plans were made at a Student j be at home in Union, Miss Norma
Council meeting held last Friday ' Hoyle will be in Orono and Cam
to hold a banquet for the members j den, Miss Muriel Tibbetts in East
of the Tiger football squad on Dec. j Boothbay and Miss Elizabeth Clark
1. Members of the Student Coun- in Ware, Mass., with her parents,
cil, football players, cheer leaders, -■—
and members of the Booster Club sided.
will attend the affair which is to i Maureen Hamalainen was named
be held in the school gym. Robert, as chairman of the committee in
Gardner and Jack Smith of the charge of activity tickets. Her
Council outlined the plans for the committee members are to be chosannual affair at the meeting over: en by the president of the Council
which President Wesley Hoch pre- soon.

Senior classmen at Waldoboro
high school named Janice Ralph
editor-in-chief of the Medomak
Breeze, the school annual which is
published by the Senior class, in
elections held last week. Serving
with editor Ralph will be William
Paul as business manager with
Faye Winchenbach as girls’ sports
editor and Herbert Lee as boys’
sports editor.
The remainder of the staff will
be elected by the Seniors in the
near future.

New Shop Engine

Football Banquet

BOTTLED

GAS

— the 4 most Fuel that
serves the 4 most needs

I ,
COOKING

1

**LnTlNGj

IWATERHE------- iGerAT1ONJ^

FACTORY ENGINEERED
PARTS

A 90 day guarantee la attached
to the good Used Can we sett,
Plenty of cars—all makes. Fart
turnover. Just the ear yon want.

For All Chrysler Make Cars.
Dodge-Plymouth-Chrysler
DeSoto

DREWETT’S GARAGE

Also Dodge Job-Rated
Truck Parts.

Kaiser-Fraser Sales-Service
ROUTE 1,
WARREN, ME.
TEL. U-l
48-tf

NELSON BROS. GARAGE
515 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
82-tf

Warren—Quarterly examinations
were held last week with rank cards
due to be distributed soon.
Rockland—School closed Wed
nesday for the rest of the week as
is usual for the Thanksgiving holi
days.

Rockland — Lauri Hyvari and
Mildred Sherman worked on the
scrap book this week.
Rockland—Tiie senior class has
been visited by an epidemic of
"mumps.”

Patricia Kelley, Lucille Talbot,
Charles Masalin, Alfred Darrow.
A's and B’s
Those students whose names are
preceded by an asterisk received one
B and A in the remainder of their
subjects.—Gordon Bass, Georgette
Bickford, Nancy Brewster, 'Lois
Cookson, Robert Davis. Kathleen
Dority, Alfred Eaton, Gail Frye,
Shirley Puller, Freddie Hale, Bar
bara Harding, Virginia Harvey.
Muriel Heal. Karen Hein. Ruth Lit
tlefield,
Elaine Spruce, Betty Thurston,
John Wilson, Wilbur Baird, James
Bickford, David Brown. Milton
Christie, Grace Galanti, Christine
Plaisted, 'Jane Robbins. Robert
Rowe. Betsy Wooster, ’Beverly
Arau, Jessie Barton,
Sally Burridge, Margaret Crab
tree, Sylvia Dean Ellen Donovan,
Lucille Drinkwater, Elaine Dumas,
Lots Mitchell, Maurice Payson,
Ruth Simms, 'Minnie Tranqullio.
'Gail Wiley, Jerry Burkett, Freder
ick Davis, ‘Ralph Miller, Halsey
Murch, Paye Raynes, Lewis Snowdeal.

Prize Winners
In Waldoboro High Drive
Named By Principal
In an assembly on Tuesday, Nov.
15, Mr. Paul awarded prizes to the
following students who earned
them in the recent magazine drive:
Elsa Orff, David Lenfest, Richard
Levensaler, Alice Osier Madeline
Davis, and Elaine Hilton.
Janice Ralph, manager of cam
paign announced to the assembly
the final results of the drive. The
net profit for the school was
$241.87.

Cauldron Campaign
For Subscriptions Is Now In
Full Progress With the
Seniors In Charge
The subscription campaign for
the Cauldron has begun under the
direction of Dea Perry, circulation
manager, and Barbara Clark, her
assistant.
The campaign this year is being
operated in each home room by
two Seniors. The staff consists of
the following: John Blackman,
Dino Galiano, Bruce Stratton,
Elizabeth Herrick, Marion Lindsey,
Betty Gamble, Lucille Tyler, Jo
anne Chisholm, Norene Bartlett,
Beatrice
Chapman,
Jacqueline
Grispi, Deanne Deshon, and Wesley
Hoch.
Down payment is 75c and the
money is collected each morning.

Soph One Act Plays
Fifth Period English Class At
RHS Produced Two Shows
Miss Salo's fifth period
Class has completed a unit
act plays. This Sophomore
produced the following
plays this week:

English
of onedivision
one-act

"Wisdom Teeth’—Cast of charac
ters: Henry Wellington Hill, a shy
young man, Fred Korpinen; Miss
Henrietta Wallington, Henry’s aunt,
Mary J. Gledenning; The Girl, who
has a wisdom tooth, Dianne Mer
rill; the office attendant, Charlotte
Dean
“The Medicine Show”—Cast of
characters: Lut'er, Stanley Soboleski; Giz, James Kenney; Dr.
Stevn Vandexter, Ralph Demmons.

N. E. Benefit Fund

Rockland—Theodore Strong has
been elected in Room 16 to have
charge of the morning devotions.
Dianne Merrill did a good job in
this capacity last quarter.

Rockland—The name of Robert
—Photo by CulleD
Officers of the Freshman class at Beane and Treasurer Ralph Davis. Annis was omitted by error from the
Back, President Raymond Miller list of students published last week
Waldoboro High School. Left to
and vice president Richard Scho who had ranks for the first quarter
right, front row, Secretary Janet field.
of nothing below “B.”

GUARANTEED
Don’t miss this big bargain
while it lasts. The cone cups
are delicio^p — and it’s fun to
dip the ice cream from the
ealtest Half Gallon package
with the Magic Scoop.

Sponsored By Sophomores Will Head-Staff Of the Of Rockland High School Are
Taking Holiday Recess
Waldoboro Yearbook
At Wiley’s Corner Hall
In Many Sections
For 1950
A Great Success

For High School Athletes
Explained By Coach At
Camden High

Union—Dates have been set for
the Senior class play "Who Killed
Aunt Caroline’” as Dec .14 and 15.

♦ WHEN PURCHASED WITH

*1!*

St. George Hobo Hop Editor Janice Ralph Vacationing Teachers

North Haven—The school gave
Corinne Mills Demmons, a senior,
a gift at her wedding shower which
was held on Nov. 12. in the Grange
Hall.

V

S-11

—Photo by CulleD

The girls who will stage a snappy demonstration of batcn twirling at future appearances of the
Rockland High School band. Recently selected by director Vere Crockett, they are practicing hard for their
first show. Left to right are, June Gardi, Lanta Preston, Barbara Bay, Edith Dennis, and Rita Provenrher.

Union—At a recent meeting of the
girls’ basketball squad, Phyllis
Wentworth was chosen captain and
Ann Calderwood manage.

both for omit

X GALLON PACKAGE OF SEALTEST ICE CREAM

AU A's

Sophomores

Beverly Retching, George Hooper,
Mary J. Glendenning, Isabel Firth,
Catherine MacPhail, Marcia Lind
quist, Jeannine Leach, Emery How
ard, Manley Hart, Louis Grant,
Robert Gardner, Patricia Bisbfee,
Adonna Burch, Marion Cole, Sylvia
Davis, Charlotte Dean, John Chis
holm, David Giles, Edith Dennis.
Carol Elwell, Betty Adams, Marie
Whalen, Janet Stone, Caroline Senter, Ruth Tootill, Amanda Tootill.
Elaine St. Peter, Joyce Rice,
Diane Merrill, Ann Ludwig, Lucie
Lewis.

Is Announced By Principal
Carleton Wood For First
Quarter
Principal Carleton P. Wood of
Camden High School has an
nounced the honor roll for the first
quarter of the school year- Stu
dents receiving high ranks were:

Students At Rockland High
The perfect attendance list of
Rockland High School released this
week by Principal Boothby, in
cludes the names of 12 students in
the four classes and one post
graduate.
Those neither tardy or absent
for the first quarter of the school
year are:

Camden Honor Roll

"for better living"
Comfort and convenience are yours when your
home is equipped with this clean, speedy, de

pendable modem fueL No inconvenience lor
installation. Let us show you why thousands oi
New England families benefit by the many

advantages oi Utility Gas.

A. C. MCLOON & CO.
McLOON WHARF, ROCKLAND, ME., TEL. 51
102-Th-tf

At assembly Monday morning.
Coach Daily explained the Ath
lete’s Accident Benefit Fund to the
student body. This fund, estab
lished by the Council of New Eng
land. Secondary School Principals’
Associations, is a non-profit, co
operative plan to provide medical,
dental, and hospital care to those
students who sustain injuries in in
terscholastic sports and physical
education activities
While the schedule of benefits
does not cover all types of injuries,
it does cover the most common ones,
and all supervised athletic activities
sponsored by the school are covered.
The Fund derives its money from a
registration fee collected from each
member school and from a small fee
from each individual boy or girl
who joins the plan.

hgisvf
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Battle

CAMDEN

THOMASTON

Looking Backward

Of The Cards

(Continued from Page Two)
Newt and Social Items, Notices and Advertisements may be sent
MISS HELEN M. RICH
attack.
Substitute Basil Bryant
or telephoned to
Correspondent
bowled a very nice 341 total to fill
MBS. GLADYS CONDON, ERIN STREET, TEL. 113-3
in for the absent George Lacombe
Telephone 2214
of the Stars. Captain Stevenson
Mrs. Hattie Creighton has closed Clark, wore a dark green crepe
her house on Main sstreet and has street length dress. Aaron Clark
Dr. and Mrs. P. A. Millington, Marriner and Wadsworth hit the
was the groom’s attendant.
gone to the Elms for the Winter.
son. Donald, Mrs. Harriet Boutelle skids to fall far below the average
After the ceremony a wedding and William Millington are spend they have been maintaining the re
The WCTU met Monday at the
home of Mrs. Ira Woodcock. Mrs. cake, ice cream, cookies and coffee ing Thanksgiving in Townsend, cently. Warren •‘Kerosene’’ Colwell
had to take the evening off, due
Lillia Clark was guest of honor at were served. The couple left for a Mass.
to illness. Captain Burt wishes him
a party given at this time, and re short wedding trip after which they
Mrs. Jocelyn Christie and sons,
will be at their home at Essex street
a speedy recovery.
ceived a gift.
Miltcn and John, are passing the
Bangor.
The Rangers captured a match
Mr. and Mrs. Percival Pierpont
holiday with Mrs Christie's sister, I for the first time this season and
and son Ralph were holiday guests I For easy Christmas Shopping, Mrs. Edward Davis, in Saco.
picked as the victims none other
of her mother, Mrs. Maud Farwell, buy ''Rcalsilk" gifts from your lo
Miss Marion Spurling will visit than the league-leading Lucky
Unity.
cal representative. Bess B. Gowdy, friends in Massachusetts over Strike B’s, as the boys from the In
Mr. and Mrs. William Young and 136 Main St., Thomaston. Tel. 107. Thanksgiving week-end
dependent League had their weekly
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Beattie are on —adv.
114 116
Miss Edith Hary and Miss Simone get-together. Ralph Emmerton and
a hunting trip at Crystal, Aroostook.
Huerling cf France, students at High Mosher, a couple of recruits
Miss Jean Spear is employed as
Holstein-Friesians
Simmons College, Bcston, and from the Belfast League, put the
a receptionist at the Chelsea Mem
John Perry of Rockland will be deadwood on the B's with totals of
orial Hospital, Chelsea, Mass.
guests of Mrs. Lucile Hary for 313 and 305 respectively while Ames
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Torpacka George Hall Of Thomaston I Thanksgiving.
was the B's best man, having a 292
Buys Registered Cowand daughter Sandra and son Mi
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Tounge of total. The loss didn't seriously af
chael are spending the holiday
Round Top Record
Portland are spending the holiday fect the B's as they still retain a
week-end as guests of her mother,
good lead over the second-place
George Hall of Thomaston, has with their son. Dr. Harry Tounge,
Mrs. Michael Gurevich in Boston.
Rockets.
Jr.
recently acquired a registered Hol
Mr. and Mrs. John Welch of Au
Captain Bunny Young was slight
An open meeting of the Megunstein-Friesian cow from the herd
gusta are passing the holiday with
ly terrific as he led the Rockets to
ticock
Fish
and
Game
Association
of Charles E. Sands of Readfield,
their daughter
and son-in-law,
o four point victory over the Gi
Change of ownership for this ani will be held Friday at the Fire Sta
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Noble.
ants. Bun had singles of 96, 130 and
mal. Netherland Pabst Korndyke tion. at 7.30 p. m. Everyone inter
The Dessert Bridge Club met
105 to establish a new record-total
Connie, has been officially recorded ested in fish and game is urged to
Tuesday night with Mrs. Katherine
of 331. Chet Leonard was the Gi
by The Holstein-Friesian Associa j attend as something special is
Flint on Knox street. First prize
ants' ace, rolling up a 294 total.
tion of America. The Association planned.
Joseph Talbot reports
went to Mrs .Marion Grafton, secCaptain Tom Aylward, Hotshot
issued 2.246 registry and transfer that a guest from the "Nort Conont to Mrs. Avis Brazier, traveling
League Ace, returned from the big
certificates to Maine breeders dur tree will show exceptionally fine
to Mrs. Sarah Montgomery, consola
woods this week, bringing with him
ing 1948.
moving pictures.
tion to Mrs. Naomi Elliott. Others
everything he took except the vic
• • • •
A union Thanksgiving service tuals.
present were; Mrs. Laura Libby,
During the last test year, the
Mrs. Faye Stetson, Mrs. Doris Spear 33-cow herd of registered Holstein- will be held at the Congregational
Roy Hobbs, the Hope Corner
and Mrs. Ann Donaldson.
Flash, took time off from his
Friesians owned by Round Top Church at 9 o'clock.
The speaker Wednesday at the Christmas tree cutting to come in
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Spear are holi Farms, Damariscotta, has produced
day guests of Mr. and Mrs. Andrew an average of 389 pounds of butter. Hi-Y Club will be Adin L Hopkins and warm up for the Winter sea
Cullen, Chelsea, Mass. They will also 1 fat and 10.257 pounds of 3.8 percent on 'Engineering." During the ab- son's competition. The "Flash," as
visit their daughter, Miss Jean ( milk made in the official Herd Im :. ence of the Club s president, Gail you know, is Knox County Champ,
Spear. Joseph Bradley will accom provement Registry program of The Frye, on account of illness, Vice but has been unable to defend his
pany them to Arlington, Mass., Holstein-Friesian Association of ! President Miltcn Christie has been crown lately because of the lack of
where he will spend the holiday America. Milking was done twice ' presiding. The Hi-Y was well rep- intetinal fortitude on the part of
with his daughter and son-in-law ] daily and testing was supervised by i resented at the Older Boys' Con his challengers. Just another Joe
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Dorsey.
1 University of Maine in co-oper- ference in Waterville Nov. 18-20, Louis.
Theodore Jonelick is ill at his ’ ation with the national Holstein with nearly 100" enrollment. At
Mixed doubles at the alleys next
home on Main street.
; headquarters.
.the meeting of the Board of Direc- Sunday afternoon. If you don’t
j tors of the YM.C.A. held Wednes wish to enter, come in and watch
Mrs. Everett Noble, Knox County
Commander of the Maine Cancer
day. it was reported by Gilbert the fun. Everyone has a swell time.
Society, gave a demonstration be
j Harmcn, chairman of the finance And someday ‘‘Slicker" Heal may
Grange
Corner
fore the American Legion Auxiliary
committee, that according to the
recently of the making of Cancer
Fund during a period of 90 days
News items from all of the Pa terms of the will of a late client
dressings. The Auxiliary is assist
from the date the gift would be
of
his,
the
Y.M.C.A.
would
eventu

trons of Husbandry are welcomed
ing in the making of dressings for
ally receive a gift of $2300 towards come effective
the Cancer Society which are used
its Endowment Fund. Further
by needy cancer patients.
Meenahga Grange of Waldoboro more, Mr. Harmon added, the Y
Clyde Pierpont spent the holiday met Monday with 31 present. Bea would receive an additional $3000
as guest of Mr. and Mrs. Wallace trice Milliken announced that a card from the same estate if the Y.M.C.A.
Parker, Marblehead, Mass.
party will be held at the Grange Association itself would raise an
Bowley-Clark
Hall, Dec. 9. Shirley Bagiey and equal amount for the Endowment
Mrs. Lillia C. Clark became the Morton Smith were appointed a
bride of Clarence W. Bowley of committee to secure a janitor for
Bangor, Tuesday afternoon at the the hall. The third and fourth de
home of her son and daughter-in- gree team is requested to be at the
TELEPHONE
89?
law, Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Clark on hall Friday at 8 p. m., for practice.
THURS.-FRI.-SAT.
Main street. Rev. Hubert F. Leach The program consisted of songs,
performed the double ring cere stunts and readingss. Refreshments
Continuous Thursday—
mony. Susan and Jane Clark, were served.
2.15 to 10.30 P. M.
granddaughters of Mrs. Bowley
Of the 56 National League players
were ring bearers.
The bride wore a dark figured who participated in 10O or more
street length dress with a yellow games in 1949. Monty Basgall, the
Tke'ip Lofe
corsage Her attendant, Mrs. Aaron Pittsburgh Pirates second baseman,
Stoy
had the low’est batting average. He
batted a quiet 218.
*
set

This Time It Is a Resume
Of Local Boy Scout
History
Dec. 8. 1925, a troop committee
consisting of A. W. Gregory, R. U.
Clark and the Pastor of Pratt
Memorial Methodist Church ob
tained a charter permitting a group
of boys to unite into a Scout Troop
under the leadership of William
Milligan as Scoutmaster, later given
aid by Alfred Pugh as Assistant
Scoutmaster.
Since that time there have been
the following 24 men signed as
Troop Committeemen; and their
years of service, not always con
secutive, however:
A. W. Gregory’. 5 years; R. U.
Clark, 7 years; Geo. B. Orcutt, 3
years; Geo. W. Gay, 3 years; Chas.
W. Schaller, 1 year; Harry P.
Chase, 1 year; Charles Emery, 1
year; R. H. Britt, Sr., 4 years; Le
roy A. Chatto, 10 years; Fred Hain
ing, Sr., 2 years; Dr. H. V. Tweedie,
9 years; Harold Philbrook, 1 year;
Martin Graves, 6 years: Dr. F. F.
Brown, 1 year; L. E. McRae, Sr., 1
year; A. S. Murray, 2 years; E. J.
lose one of them—can't tell.
The Camden girls journeyed to
Skowhegan Sunday and returned
with an eight-pin deficit after a
very good match. Camden started
out with a nine-pin lead in the
first string and went into reverse
in the second by four pins. Camden
again took over the lead in the
third, this time by thirteen pins.
They dropped one pin in the fourth
and, in the final string, faltered to
lose it by twenty, giving the match
to Skowhegan by eight pins. Beck
with was outstanding for Skowhe
gan, having a very nice 488 total,
while Ames and Whittier were the
mainstays of the locals, having to
tals of 478 and 452 respectively.
Matches in the near future in
clude Waterville, Augusta, Ellsworth
and Bangor. Watch for the dates.
Notice to "Grapeshot” Stuber;
Jake is looking for you.
Your Washington street corres
pondent, Across from the Fire Sta
tion.

Tracy, 1 year; Charles Jillson, 1
year; Dr. Blake Annis, 5 years;
F. K. Gardner, 1 year; Eugene
Burby, 2 years; Fred Knight, 1
year; Fred Gatcombe, 1 year; Dana
Cummings. 1 year.
With them the following Pastors
have been registered:
Rev. John Dunstan, 3 years; Rev.
Jesse Kenderdine, 4 years; Rev.
Harry H. Marr, 2 years; Rev.
Charles E. Brooks, 5 years; Rev.
Guy E Wilson. 4 years; Rev. Al
fred Hempstead, 6 years.
Assistant Scoutmasters over this
period have been as follows:
Alfred Pugh, 2 years; Raymond
Hoch, 1 year; Linwood Aylward, 2
years, Harry Burns, 1 year; Rich
ard Britt, Jr., 4 years; E. J. Tracy,
1 year; Richard Spear, 7 years.
Donald Smalley, 1 year; Miles
Sawyer, 7 years.
For a period of eight years no
assistant was registered with the
Troop, Junior Leaders doing their
best to assist their Scoutmaster
during tbis time, as always.
A fairly complete roster of names
of Scouts who have been registered
with this troop is at hand for later
publication, together with other
facts from the files of the Troop

FRIENDSHIP
Llewellyn Oliver returned Tues
day from Monhegan for the holi
day week-end. He made a brief
business trip to Boston the first of
the week.
A surprise birthday party was
tendered Tuesday to Mrs. Sidney
Carter by 14 friends. Two decorated
cakes were presented by her moth
er, Mrs. Nellie Wallace and Mrs.
Rosie Carter, to a chorus of "Happy
Birthday.” Mrs. Carter also re
ceived a gift of money and other
remembrances. Refreshments were
served,
Mrs. Gertrude Oliver, deputy past
grand junior of District 10, Pythian
Sisters, went Tuesday to Boothbay
Harbor to inspect degree work of
Mizpah Temple. Those attending
from the local Temple were Geneva
Thompson, Mabel Beale, Ruth Prior
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Chadwick,
Mr. and Mrs! Otto Rodamer, Agnes
Winchenpaw,
Josephine
Burns,
Carrie McFarland, Hattie Morse and
Eda Lawry.

Mass.

VINALHAVEN

Returning to this town in

1886, he made his home with his

MRS. OSCAR LANE
Correspondent

Telephone 85

;
Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Craig went
Tuesday to Auburndale, Mass,
.where they will pass the Winter.
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Bickford and
son Clyde Jr., went Monday to Ad
dison for a hunting trip and visit
with Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Look.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Ames and
son Kenneth, Jr., have returned
to Matlnicus after a two weeks
visit with Mrs. Ames parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas Polk.
To celebrate her birthday Mrs.
Amy Durant was honor guest at a
shower and bridge party Saturday
night, given by Mrs. Cora Peterson
at her home, West Main street.
First honors at cards went to Mrs.
Durant, second to Mrs. Muriel Lane.
Lunch included a decorated birth
day cake and “Happy Birthday”
was sung by the guests.
Mrs. Laura Bickford is guest of
her daughter and son-in-law Mr.
and Mrs. Clifton Look in Addison.
Mrs. Ada Payson who recently
visited her sister Mrs. Kate Coombs
has returned to her home in Rock
land.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward White re
cently entertained The Auctionaire
Bridge Club for cards and lunch.
First honors at cards went to Mrs.
Marion Martin second to Walter
Lyford. Other members of the club
are Mr. and Mrs. Fred Swanson, Mr.
Martin and Mrs. Walter Lyford.
The community was shocked and
saddened Sunday to learn of the
death of Avis, wife of James Calder
wood, at Westport, (Conn.,) Sani
tarium. Obituary deferred,
Ernest Norwood

aunt. Mrs Sarah J. Green, whose
husband had been keeper of Hewn
Neck LightMoving later to Rockland, he
there worked at carpentering, but
in three years time again located
on this Island at which place hsf
was married to Grace L. Smith in
1®5. They made their residence
at Seal Bay where Mr. Norwood
engaged in the clam business, mak
ing market shipments to Rockland
and Boston. In more recent years
he was employed for sexton work
by W. Y. Fossett and Joseph Headley.
Prone to mishaps and illnesses,
the deceased nevertheless survived
many a turn of adverse fortune,
most serious of which was in 1819
when an injury to his ankle caused
by the blow of a stone hammer,
resulted in amputation of his left
foot.
Kind-hearted townspeople
befriended him and assisted in the
purchase of an artificial limb. His
final ill turn was suffered this Pall
with two recurrences, terminating
in his death at the age of 75Besides his widow, he is survived
by two sons, Seth E„ of this plad*
and George O„ of Worcester, Maes.;
one daughter, Mrs. Lizzie F. Staples
of Vinalhaven; 12 grandchildren
and four great-grandchildren

PORT CLYDE
Announcement is made of the en
gagement of Miss Dora E. Seavey,
daughter of Mrs. Fred S. Seavey
of Boston, and Port Clyde, to J.
Stoness Harford, son of Mr. an<!.
Mrs. Charles G. Harford of Wollas
ton, Mass. Miss Seavey. daughter
of the late Fred S. Seavey, gradu
ated from St. George High School
and. Burdett College. Mr. Harford
prepared at Thayer Academy and
Chauncey Hall and received his B.
S. degree from the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology where he
was a member of the Sigma Alpha
Epsilon Fraternity.
During the
war he served three years in the y
U.S.A.A.F.

Emest Norwood, who died Nov. 4,
was born in Lansing, Mich., Nov.
13. 1873, but came here at the age
of seven and resided during child
hood with his uncle and aunt, Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Lane, on Lane's
Island.
He attended school at "The Dove
Because Iselanders are moving
Cot” and received further teaching from farms to cities, farms are
at Morse’s Comer and in Belmont, being mechanized.

SZCZUEJ

DANCE

First hooks and eyes manufac
tured in the United States were
produced in Connecticut in 1836.

SOUTH THOMASTON
GRANGE HALL

Advertise in The Courier-Gazette

EVERY THURSDAY
8.30 to 12.00
Music By
CHARLIE WOODCOCK

CAMDEN THEATRE

New and Old Fashioned Dances
Adm., 50c, tax inc.

93-Th-tf

TODAY AND~FRIDAY
Bine Crosby, Ann Rlyth
Barry Fitzgerald

“TOP O’THE MORNING”

Ffc A *
Jw*JL HAVER Mwtk I

THIS YEAR

1

we have so much to thank you for...
»v

femart radio buy

S I "CuddlM"

e«u

CMKIOTT!

I SAKALL - GREENWOOD ROBBINS
ZQl.
bv
»»edwesd bv
—” JOHN M. STAHL- GEORGE JESSEI
AC. ■>(' (able radio bv

PAR Ifw

■ dockland!
morp rn<fll<* Iban evpr for .» our money

**Swpi>p Mallon” dial for

Itinirvg

"AKROVAMT loop nntrnnh

THURSDAY ONLY
Gala Holiday Show
ROI) CAMERON
ADRIAN BOOTH

WALTER BRENNAN
In

new improv ed Alnlro V dy nnmie ipcnkcr

new. rfeb "faolden Volee** lono

Before you even listen to its “Golden Voice” tone,

you'll want this Motorola radio for its modern de»jgn!
Mahogany and ivory finished cabinet- . . . with large

“BRIMSTONE»»
(In Trucolor)
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

raised 3-dimensional numeral? for ea.-y reading.

Model

Gene's
most perHous
adventure!

3»HI I

hroughout th» greet country, people

resrkrd in the complete eatisfaetien yonr new

are taking time out from their labors to

Chevrolet wiR bring yon. I "HANKS to oar many

express thanks through prayer and thanksgiving.

service customers, for the confidence you have

And along with these personal expeessions of

shown in onr service methods. We are prond of

gratitude, we would like to add a special message

the fact yon fike the way we take ears of yonr

of thanks to all our friends, both old and new.

ear. We are happy that yon keep linos ing back to

T

THANKS to all of you who have bought new

Chevrolet cars and trucks from us. We appreciate

your choice, and know you will find true driving

ns when it needs attention, hecamse we want yonr

ear to give yon perfect satmfaetioa.
THANKS to everyone who has made this asm

enjoyment in the extra-value Chevrolet offers:

of the greatest yean in Chevrolet history .

THANKS to those of you who have placed orders

new car sales, in new track sales, in service. Yonr

. in

and are waiting delivery. Your patience and your

preference has proved again that Chevrolet is the

loyalty to the Chevrolet standard will find a sure

car America Gkes beet, and we thank yon for it.

COtllMBlA UtTtlSft

Ge/i&

AUTRY
CHAMPION

Pitrieia «Mi -

^CHEVROLET

U

tut Casity lift 1(4

SUNDAY AND MONDAY

$19.95 to $49.95

V. F. STUDLEY, INC.

TELEPHONE 1154
283 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, MAINE

_VIRGINIA

GEORGE
[and

STOP AT NOTHING IN

PEASLEE & ROSS
YINALHATFN, MAINF

SEA VIEW GARAGE, INC.
#89 MAIN STRFFT,

ROCKLAND M AI NF

BARKER’S GARAGE
UNION, MAINR
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Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Chatto are
Mr. and Mrs. R. Morton Estes
having as dinner guests today Mr. and daughter Jeanne are spending
ROCKLAND
and Mrs. Vaughan Hathaway of the holiday and week-end with his
Florence Roach Is the New Another Musical Authority
Boothbay Harbor, Kenneth and mother. Mrs. Gladys Estes in Members Richly Entertained
President Of Knox-Waldo
Gives Her Version Of the
By Camden and Rockport
Robert Chatto, students at the Uni Swampscott, Mass.
Association
versity of Maine, Mr. and Mrs.
Bernette Concert
Pastors
Winfield Chatto and daughter,
Mr. and Mrs. Houston Long of
Monday
night
the
Knox-Waldo
"Realm
of Music” is a feature in
The Educational Club met Friday
Caroline. Mrs. Leona Flint and Al Portland arrived last night to
Hairdressers'
Association
met
for
with
Miss
Marion
Weidman,
RockThe
Courier-Gazette
well written
Mrs.
Charles
E.
Dorgan
and
son
Mrs. S. J. Candage spent tfie
vin McFarland of Rockland.
spend Thanksgiving with her sister,
the election of officers. Previous and enjoyed by many. There was a
i port. Rev. F. J. Loungway was the
week-end with Mr. and Mrs. Luther Charles are visiting her parents,
and brother-in-law Mr. and Mrs.
4 o'clock speaker and gave a splend
Mr. and Mrs. John Martin in West
Crywley in Lynn, Mass.
Two vital films will be presented to the meeting a “Town Warrant” sense of disappointment however,
Winslow- Holbrook- Merritt Unit A. J. Nichols, HUI street.
id talk on "Does the Individual Nov. 30 at 7.30 at the Farnsworth was sent to each member telling
Warwick, R. I.
No. 1 American Legion Auxiliary,
them about the meeting.
The in the write-up of the last concert,
Count Any More,'' concluding with
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph U. Clark,
will hold a rummage sale Saturday
President and Mrs. Arthur Hauck ' ‘‘Any Threadbare Coat We Pass on Museum. These are "Children In officers elected for 1950 are: Presi in-as-much as it did not reflect the
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Thomas
Mortimer
Broadway will have as holiday
Trouble,” a March of Time presen
at the G.A.R. Hall at 9.30. Any of the University of Maine are
general enthusiasm and apprecia
week-end guests Miss Harriet Trask and daughter Ellen have returned member having articles for the sale spending the hoUday and weeV i the Street May Easily Clothe a tation: and “Families First,” a se dent, Florencia Roach. Rockland;
tion of the audience as many felt
to
their
home
in
Sharcn,
Mass,
i
Knight
in
Shining
Armour."
of Gorham State Teachers College
is asked to leave them at the hall end with their daughter and son- ■ Rev Mr Sma„ Qf Rockport Bap. quel to the first. These are abso vice president Annie Dow, Belfast; it Hence these remarks;
and Miss Edith Clark of Beverly, after a visit with her mother, Mrs. Friday afternoon.
lutely free, as a service project of treasurer, A1 Plourd, Rockland;
We are heartily in accord with
in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Edward R j tist Church held the close attention
Clara Payson, Rankin street. While
Mass.
the Council, and every parent and executive board, Katharine Small, the splendid press notices of Miss
Ladd,
Talbot
avenue.
i of those present with a talk on teacher in Rockland and vicinity is Rockland; Georgie Allen. Belfast;
here in company with Mrs. Mor
Miss Ellen Cochran is visiting
A very successful annual ‘Tea timer's sister, Mrs. Robert Mer Mrs. Dexter Clough in Portland.
i ‘‘The Contribution of Christianity invited. If more than the audi Florence Carr, Camden; Clara Na Bernette from centers all over
North and South America and feel
MacDonald
Class
of
the
First
! to Education.” He began with askand Donation Day” was enjoyed chant and daughter Elaine they
torium can accommodate come, a son, Rockland and Polly Crockett, it was a rare privilege to have her
Tuesday afternoon at the Home visited their grandmother, Mrs. E.
Mr. and Mrs. John H. McLoon Baptist Church met Monday night ing various members for a definition second showing will be made.
Rockland.
give a performance in Rockland.
Aged Women with the seven S. Robbins In West Jonesport.
and son Bill are spending Thanks with Mrs. Anne Billings, Thomas of Education ending by giving one
It was voted to put an amend
These
two
films
were
made
for
Miss Bernette held her audience
members, the directors and matrons
giving with Mrs. McLoon's parents, ton. Assisting hostesses were Mrs. found in a dictionary. He brought the New York State Youth Commis- ment in the bylaws concerning the
from
start to finish and responded
Blanche
Gardner
and
Mrs.
Sybil
welcoming an unprecedented num
Mrs. Ethel Horton entertained Mr. and Mrs. H. Nelson McDoug
out illustrations of the impact of j Eion and have been snown to over
Mills. Mrs. Doris Paulsen led the Christianity on Science, Mathe- five million Americans. Dealing secretary being appointed by the very generously to many recalls at
ber of well wishers throughout the the 38ers Tuesday night for a social all in Portland.
president and the executive board.. the conclusion of a long program—•
devotions. The evening was spent
afternoon. Gifts of money, food and evening followed by refreshments.
rinina Whlb,
nre 1
LiteratUr<!- C°P‘C ’ With Causes, COSt,
cost, and effective
Following the meeting, two films and most interesting evening.
Miss Margaret Fletcher of Sears doing White Cross work and pre- Of paintings of noted artists pro- methods of
linen, and a complete turkey din Present were: Mrs. Anne Miller,
prevention, as well as from the Helene Curtis Beauty
Some of the remarks from the
ner for all members, by the ‘Rock Mrs. Marion Johnson, Mrs. Vir mont is spending the holiday week paring Thanksgiving baskets. Re ted soon after the advent of
how to energize family life for a Clinics were shown by Mr Boule. audience are as follows:
land Lions Club were geftefcduSly do ginia Thomas, Mrs. Louise Kinney end with her sister and brother-in- freshments were served by the hos Christianity showing religious in
better America, these films show us the salesman for Maine Beauty and
' Completly satisfying interpreta
nated, substantial tokens ’Of godd and Mrs. Eleanor Glover of Rock law, Sheriff and Mrs. Willard tesses. Others present were Mrs. spiration, were passed around.
typical families and youth of this Barber Supply Co. One was “A tions.”
Margaret Dow, Mrs. Beatrice Grant,
will. Tea and delicious refreshments land and Mrs. Virginia Thomas and Pease. Limerock street.
He brought out the fact that the modern America. These are not
Clean Start" on shampooing which
“I have studied all but two of
Miss Charlotte Cook, Mrs. Mar countries where Christianity had its
were enjoyed by members and Mrs. Dorothy Gross of Camden.
“free” film, but are presented by was very helpful and the other her selections. She didn't miss a
Lt.
and
Mrs.
Roy
Jacobs
left
garet
Chaples,
Mrs.
Doris
Ames,
guests. The centerpiece ' of- the
earliest influence furnished the the Film Council, with no strings
“The Smart Set” on cutting with trick."
luncheon table was a beautiful dis-' Dr. and Mrs. Gilmore Soule will Tuesday for Tinker Field Air Base, Mrs. Marjorie Blackman, Mrs. Mu background of .present day knowl
attached, as a service to our com several ways of combing a basic
Oklahoma
City,
Okla.,
where
he
‘‘Splendid
program
selection
have
as
dinner
guests
today,
Mr.
riel
Thurston,
Mrs.
Marjorie
Ar

pbjjj of pink chrysanthemums, gift
edge which had its foundation munity.
cut.
though perhaps leaning to the
of Silsby Flower Shop. The day was and Mrs. A. M. G. Soule, Mr. and will be stationed for a month be- gyle, Mrs. Shirley Billings, Mrs. stones in the culture of Greece
The program was different than highly classical."
most heartwarming to . members Mrs. David Soule and son David, fore entering Air Tact School,' jeanette Bickmore, Mrs. Bertha whose architecture, statuary and
Included in the shelf o[ Av
“An amazing technique which at
and directors alike, who ate.<deepjy Jr., and Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Maher Panama City, Florida for a four, Bell, Mrs. Florence Young, Mrs literature still have strong influence , , Audio.vlsuall materia,s at the local anything the unit had had before
j Elin Beal, Mrs. Ida Kershner, Mrs.
and was most interesting.
no point dominated her musical
appreciative of the generous public and children, Mary Elizabeth, months' course.
and Rome which gave us many of hbrary is a new cataiogue of the
idea."
Shirlene Palmer, Mrs. Edith Erick- our laws, architectural ldeas and | Encyciopedia Brittanica Films, "the
response.
Frances Jane and Ellen of Augusta.
A missionary meeting of interest I
LOTTA CROWLEY
“A charming presence."
son, Mrs. Rilla Hennigar and Mrs. iterature. he pointed out, it being , worid-s iargest library of education----------------------------- ----------------to all will be held Friday night at
Mrs. Lotta M. Crowley who died
Eleanor Ames.
"A
highly intelligent and sensi
in Rome that the early Christians a, motion pictures and shde.fllms
the Littlefield Memorial Baptist •
Oct. 27 at the home of her daugh tive personality of great charm.”
so
courageously
suffered
persecu

Church. Sponsored by the women of I
You will remember that earlier this ter in Portland, was born in South
“I haven't been to a concert in
Mr. and Mrs. S. J. Candage were tion.
the church, the service will bring
Fall there was reference in this col Thomaston, daughter of George 25 years. It made me feel ten years
honored on their 34th wedding an
Thc
greatest
teacher
of
all
time
to Rockland the Rev. Dr. George
umn. In addition to films for all and Margaret Boyle McConchie.
younger.”
Merriam of North Haven. Dr. Mer
.h«
UP thtonsh
She taught school in Cumber
The rapt attention and .splendid
ily
party
given
by
the
daughter
ing
from
Matthews
5,
the
sermon
on
riam is now pastor of the First
college, there are sections on Adult land Center for a few years, and in conduct of the many young people
and
son-in-law,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Wil

the
Mount,
which
still
has
a
strong
Baptist Church of North Haven, but
Education and on Foreign Language September 1916 was married to in the audience is worthy of con
was for many years the Director ol liam Cummings at their home on influence on Christian living cen versions.
Harvey D. Crowley, cf which union sideration.
Missionary Promotion for the Penn James street. They received many turies later. He is of the opinion
The Adult Education section in two children were born.
We are indebted also to W. Sisgifts
which
were
cleverly
concealed
that
if
people
of
today
put
in
prac

sylvania Baptist Convention, ana
cludes arts and crafts, child de
For the past six years she had talre. New England manager, for
beneath
a
three
tier
bride's
cake
tice
the
rules
for
conduct
set
forth
has a world wide acquaintance,
velopment and education, home arts’
his excellent recommendations of
with missionaries and mission sta- made of crepe paper. Refreshments in the sermon on the Mount and man and his world, music, sports, made her home in Portland with
talent available to our budget. In
her
daughter
and
sister
who
ten

tions. With war in China, unsettled including a bride’s cake were served ’ other parables and teachings of Je and the world of science.
derly cared for her during illness. the last five years we have heard
condition in Burma and in India
candlelight, a bride doll being sus. many of the ills of present day I
Mrs. Crowley was a devoted wife such artists as Mona Paulee,
with trouble brewing in many of used as a centerpiece on the table civilization would be corrected.
“The world's finest International
In the open forum which followed Film Festival, which premiered just and mother, cf cheerful disposition Charles Kuhlman, the Don Cossacks
the countries of South America, and with bouquets ot chrysanthemums
De Paur Chorus, David Lloyd, Carwith Europe still in the early stages tastefully arranged in the rooms, religious education in schools was short of a million dollars worth of which endeared her to a wide circle
1 oljm Long, San Roma, Jan Sebasof recovery, Dr. Merriam is going Others present were: Mr. and Mrs. discussed. Bible reading without I new motion pictures, climaxed the of friends. She was a past matron
tion. Jean Watson and others.
to present a world picture which Charles Candage, Mr. and Mrs. comment was advocated by some j siXt,h annual International Work- of Forget-me-not Chapter O.E S.
A word of praise to the splendid
of South Thomaston. For the past
faces Christian missions today. Mrs. Sidney Candage and Miss Helen jmembers andtherepeating of the j shop inAudio-Visual Education
effort
of the Concert Committees
E. Mae Gray is in charge of pro- Candage of Rockland and Mr. and j^rd sPrayer
andPsalms, also. held at Green
Lake(Wis.), Aug. 29 foui- years she had been employed
and its members, for the outstand
gram, which will include a special Mrs. Herbert Marshall of Camden. One member thought there should to Sept. 5, under the sponsorship oi at Woodfords Restaurant, Portland
She is survived by her husband; ing work they are accomplishing,
selection by Littlefield’s newest A happy surprise came in mid be religious instruction by some un the International Council of Religi.
in keeping alive the cultural inter
male quartet, the Hi-Notes. All are evening when another son Law- biased competent individual. An gous Education.” This is the be son, Gordon Crowley; daughter,
est in this community, is to the
other
was
of
the
opinion
that
the
welcome to this service, which will J rence telephoned from South Beloit,
ginning of a-two-page story on pages Mrs. Celia Hurtubise. all of Port point.
selfishness
of
present
day
youth
land;
two
sisters.
Jeannie
McCon

begin at 7.30, and all seats are free. Ill., to add his congratulations.
4 and 5 of the October “Film News”
Reactions to a concert are as va
stemmed from lack of religious in at the local library.
chie of Portland and Mrs. John
ried as the people who attend. It
struction.
Stanton
of
Danvers.
Mass.;
and
five
Il|lll!lllll
llllillilll]
EltWiMK
would seem important in this
Rev. Small explained how a re
Did you know that of the 200,000 grandchildren. Carmen, Roland, I world of woe, to appreciate the posligious program had been worked to
Gordon
and
Thomas
Hurtubise
250,000
churches.
temples,
' itive aspects of gracious living.
out in a small Maine city.
mosques, synagogues, etc., repre- and Susan Crowley.
Emerson said for us "We must be
Associate secretary. Marguerite | ^^Tn the‘laset’issue of the Fed.
Funeral services were held at as courteous to a man as we are to
Gould
eral Council of Churches' year book, Burpee Funeral Home and tlie i a picture, which we are willing to
Containing rich Vanilla Ice Cream with delicious
about 50,000 use 16mm projectors. Eastern Star services were also give the advantage of a good light.”
Winslow-Holbrook-Merritt Unit
This is one of the effective means of conducted.
The floral display, 1 —So?—
Chocolate Turkey Center.
Ruth E. Sanborn
No. 1 American Legion Auxiliary
education,
secular
and
religious
beautiful
and
bountiful, evidenced
EVERY HAT MUST
will be host to National and De
Also, delectable Frozen Pudding in bricks.
Do not shell fresh lima beans un
' alike.
the high esteem in which she was
partment officers at a National Vice
• • • •
Slice either for a Holiday treat.
til you are ready to use them since
held.
Interment
was
in
Ash
Point
BE SOLD
President’s Conference at the Le
Florence Mary Fitch's effective,
they lose vitamin C if they are
gion Home, Wednesday night, Nov. interesting and fair book depicting Cemetery.
On Sale at all
shelled
long in advance.
ALL At Only
< 30 at 8 o’clock. Dinner will be served the practices of Protestants, Catho
Clothes moths don an annual
E. & M. DEALERS
the guests at Hotel Rockland at 6 lics and Jews, entitled “One God— damage of $250,000,000 in the
ONE-iHALF PRICE
; o'clock. Any member wishing to at The Ways We Worship Him" is now United States.
tend the dinner please notify the in 16mm form, 37 minute long pres
Regardless Of Color,
secretar , Mrs. Percy Dinsmore not entation. The biggest problem will
i later than Monday. Conference will be the rental, which is really mod
Material or Style
follow the dinner at the Legion
erate for this length new film, ft
tff
Home. Refreshments after the Con. is $10 a day, or $25 a week. Rock
i ference.
ZAV£SZZV OS S4UZV6S
land ought to show this film some
week
to
its
organizations
and
Lt. Roy Jacobs and Elmer Hart
j
CDH/W
of South Hope returned Tuesday schools and churches and syna
gogue.
The
$25
would
probably
do
morning from a hunting trip in
WHEN
421 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND, ME., TEL 8002
Shelbourne, N. S„ with their quota $1090 worth of brotherhood educa
COLDS
cauxen wcn*is
tion. Lamb the essayist once re
of buck.
I’WBIIlIBMBM'lllfflBIBMIKffi
CAUSE
X^BAll'W^HOLDEN
marked to a friend that the only
Ground has been broken for a reason he did not like a certain man
new 39,009 barrel-a-day oi lrefinery was because he did not know him.
in Venezuela.
There is certainly more than a grain
of truth in that observation.
For social items in The Courier• • • •
. Gazette, phone 1044, City.
59tf
Medical film news, photography,
CARTER ■ r.lfUSCN
HtNBV ■ Mr.HWH
and filmstrips also come in for
M S sn*« S'WW WOOIICW
mkuism
! treatment in the latest issue of
i "Film News” which is on the AV
For the thrill of your life go
shelf at the local library. Ask for
i itIo
Sulka's or Strand Theatre
BEST ASSORTMENT
! And don't forget to save 7.30 to and pick up a key for the Hope
LOWEST PRICES
8 Wednesday night. Nov. 30, for
IT WILL PAY YOU TO
Chest. Yes! You mav try it
• “Children In Trouble" and Fami
SHOP HERE—
now.
lies First."
Your Dollars Will Go

Hairdressers Elect

Educational Club

Social Matters

Regrets Criticism

Film

Council

every day?

ACCENT ON
* E. & M. THANKSGIVING SPECIAL
FESTIVAL ROLL

Prices Stashed!

MILLINERY MFG. CO.

TOY BOX

Created to Enhance Holiday-Gala You!
300 DRESSES

Further.

WINTER STREET
ROCKLAND. MAINE
114’lt

Half-grown dark gray male Kit
ten lost. Straight hair, answers to
[name of 'Ginger.” Call Mrs. Mar
gery Low. Telephones 1088 or 936.
114’It

VALUED AT $10—SELLING FOR

$5.00.

STORMY WEATHER AHEAD!

WOOLS, SATINS, CREPES, CORDUROYS
AND TAFFETAS
Sizes range from 9 to 24*/3

All Colors and Styles.

For These Holiday Fashions Shop At the

chial tubes and.
bring relief with.}

BE PREPARED WITH

SNOW BOOTS
RUBBERS
OVERSHOES
MCLAIN SHOE STORE

ROCKLAND. MAINE

READ THE ADS

instantly'

Put a good spoonful of Vicks
VapoRub in a bowl of boiling
water or vaporizer. Then ... let
your child breathe in the
soothing VapoRub Steam. Med
icated vapors penetrate deep

into cold-congestedI Iupper
------ ”bron-

Complete Line for Every Member of the Family.

378 MAIN STREET.

393 MAIN ST, TEL. 1450
ROCKLAND, ME.

Mother, you know what won
derful relief you get when you
rub on Vicks VapoRub!
Now... when your child wakes
up in the night tormented with
a croupy cough of a cold, here's
a special way to use Vicks
VapoRub. It’s VapoRub Steam
—and it brings relief almost

432 MAIN STREET.

ROCKLAND. ME.

THE TIMES /

every breath!

VISISS

A THOUGHTFUL

CHRISTMAS GIFT
A subscription to The Courier-Gazette for one year will
bring pleasure to your friends or family not for one day, but
for 156 days—a tri-weekly reminder of your kind remembrance.
What gift could possibly be more convenient?—no wrapping,
no mailing, no tax—the one payment of $5 will cover complete
servicing of your gift, including an attractive greeting card.

Merry Christmas!
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Gamage and Helen Larrabee.
Belgian Congo" study, several inter- j
At an atuembly on the luurlh ol estuig activities have been carried
November, the second grade enter on. Florence Withee, Barbara Day,
brought attractive Thanksgiving tained by presenting the following Janice Black and Rose Marie Snow,
decorations
program with Bonnie Rackliff as deal arranged a very clever display
of a Belgian Congo village on a
Our Indian unit has been com the announcer:
All members of the class partici table. Alice Lord was chairman of
pleted. Booklets were made in pen
manship classes. The covers were pated in the opening exercises. Pa a group that aranged a radio in
decorated to crayon. Colorful cut triotic recitations were rendered by terview program. Alonzo Dorr was
paper posters showing Indian life j Carole Cummings, David Gamage, chairman of a group of newspaper j Many readers of the Portland and . We finally landed and ground '
were made. Fred Ripley dug clay Robert Flanders and Kenneth No cameramen. Richard Mitchell was
in charge of a group that planned Boston papers have been following j really felt good. A bus took us to
and demonstrated the making of a lan. Gloria Colpritt gave “Dear
a dramatization showing "The with interest the columns written lancl‘ and then theV brol*8ht us t0 ,
clay bowl. On our display table Flag" as a solo. "The Land For You
Hunter’s Return.’’ Frances Larra by Doris Fleeson and May Craig of I 111(1 Women's Compound. There are
and
Me
”
was
rendered
by
Judith
were articles from Indian Island
bee, Joyce Flanders and Bertie their travels and impressions in the ' abold -5° *onie» livillE “11C’ aI1 1,1,
in Old Town. Thomas Rytky, Fred Brackett, June Willis, Carol Sulin
Small compiled a list of new Bel Far East. The following matter may ! «lions(lt lluts- !t is ^rounded by (
and
Aloha
Athearn.
Ripley Donald Smith, and Douglas
gian Congo words, large pictures add local interest, coming as it does. barbed *il(’ and ** 1,ave KUards
Molloy contributed to this display.
A health playlet was well pre
showing a particular Eelgian Congo to a friend at home from a Thom-, da>’ alld *‘i«llt Thtl chi“a S( a ,s
Miss Sleeper loaned us some pot sented by Carol Cross, Barry Ellis,
scene were drawn by Oloria Olson, aston girl who left in late Summer oo one side and the Pacific on the
tery of the Southwestern Indians. Bonnie Billings, Jacqueline Rapose.
Melllsande Dodge, Mary Ann Win- to take a teaching position in Ok other You should see the sunsets.
Paul Waltz brought a real Jack- Rebecca Dow, Ltoda Llnscott and cshenbach and Alonzo Dorr.
Words just can’t describe them.
inawa.
o-lantern for our Halloween party. Carol Griffith.
Each hut lias five bedrooms and
•
•
•
•
Grade 5—Mrs. Hall
Three girls have entered our
a living room. The rooms have
A committee of three chose the
Life
on
Okinawa
is
wonderful
and
Charles Staples is drawing a huge
bamboo beds (very hard), chair.
costume winners. Regina Hyland class recently. Nancy Spaulding
map of the United States for us. I'm so glad 1 could come. I would
____ with anyone
_
won the prize for the prettiest and came from Topsfield, Mass. Pear!
not trade _
Diaces
back desk, bureau, and drying closet. In
Hervey Colson and Joseph Nye are
in the States. Our trip over was ' the living room we have an elecFred Ripley for the funniest. Fla- Flaherty transferred from Mil-;
drawing Pilgrim posters.
bridge,
Maine,
while
Geraldine
grand! It was rather thrilling when 1 trie refrigerator, table, divan, ibamvilla Billings, dressed as a witch,
Judy Pease cannot eat pickles for we left San Francisco. The band ; boo, too,) chairs, and telephone
read fortunes for each child. Our Crowley moved from the South
School.
at
least a week. Every child to the was playing and a huge crowd was J which doesn't work. The last tyroom was represented by Donald
Our guests during National Edu class feels sad, as Judy is very pop around; the whistles blew and all phoon destroyed all the wires. We
Smith and Ernest Watling in the
cation Week were: Mrs. William ular with her classmates.
kinds of streamers were flying. To j have to go to another hut lor showgroup picture. We especially wish
Cummings, Mrs. Donald Cummings,
Deer jumping through windows some it was s:ad, but I was so ex- ers, etc., and it has been only a
to thank Mrs. Leola Hyland and
Mrs. Edward Sylvester, Mrs. Elmer have nothing on the fifth grade.! cited that 1 didn’t feel that way at short time that we have had any
Mr. and Mrs Donald Smith who
Pinkham, Mrs. Alma Dow, Mrs. We entertained a very well be all.
hot water. The boilers were de
provided surprise refreshments for
Josephine Sulin, Mrs. Letha Ath haved deer last Wednesday after
The trip across was very smooth stroyed by "Gloria " She’s the big
us.
earn, Mrs. P. L Havener, Mrs. Aus.
noon. It will probably become a I’d like to have had a little rougher typhoon.
Tyler Shcool
tin Billings, Mrs. Amelia Gray,
We have to sleep under nets all
Tuesday was visitation day at the Mrs. Evelyn Peterson, Mrs. Weston great pet in our room after Thanks time. There were 10 on our cabin,
the
time because the malaria rate
all
teachers,
and
a
good
bunch
The
giving.
It
belongs
to
Ronald
Tyler School in connection with Gamage and Mrs. Charles Rowling.
food was excellent and there was is very high; they also keep out
Belyea.
the National Education Week ac
Grade 3—Mrs. Walker
as bridge rats and other creatures. We have
Wayne Fifield brought two inter entertainment, such
tivities.
Opening exercises last week were esting books to us for Book Week. games, movies every night, bingo, lizards crawling around all the
Parents and friends visited the conducted by Priscilla Curtis, Rose
and just plain sitting on deck. We time. At first 1 was scared to death
various classes during the after Ann Small, Richard Cummings, One was a book of Indian stories
while the other contained poems saw many flying fishes, a whale, of them but after watching them
noon and remained to a tea and so Mary Soule and Hazel Wooster.
and porpoises No land until we ar catch bugs I've called them friends
of
Longfellow.
cial hour arranged by the Tyler
Mary Cole and Alan Korptoen are
The water is very bad bere. We
Mabel Johnson has returned to rived here Aug. 31. That morning
teachers at the close of school. Mrs. making plans for the school assem
I had to have some more shots and must boil or use halizone tablets
school
after
a
week
of
not
eattog
Addie Rogers poured from an at bly program for Friday in observ
was afraid I’d be sick but none of all the time. As there is no way to
pickles.
tractively appointed table. The ance of Thanksgiving Day.
them bothered me. Everyone was on boil it the tablets have to go into
Barbara
Trenholm
has
returned
‘teachers were assisted by P.T.A.
Those that have had perfect at
deck waiting to get in to White it and they taste and smell terrible.
mothers: Mrs. Alma Dow, Mrs. Jose tendance so far this year are Al to school after being a patient of j
Beach. The planes circled around,
We travel by jeep and busses.
Dr.
Hill
in
Waterville.
phine Sulin, Mrs. Gladys Little and bert Colson, Richard Cummings,
then two ships came out and guided There are not many cars here. The
A fireplace was built for us by
Mrs. Lucy Suomela. During the Beverly Dorr, Maud Nolan, Mary
us in. The band was playing here roads are very rough and dusty and
week there were 54 parents and Rowling, Neil Smith, Howard Wood, Hervey Colson and Clyde Sewall.
too. It was beautiful with all the 1 can see why people leave cars
A boat was built by Joseph Nye
friends who visited classes in the bury and Hazel Wooster.
different shades of green, and the behind.
Tyler School.
The group in social science studies and Charles Staples with the as sky's blue is so different from our:
If we go out alter C o’clock we
Grade 1—Miss Teeney
Is making plans for exploring our sistance of our genial janitor, Mr.
The children are making animal community. The general chairman Webber.
Many of our children have their
picture books for science. Many of Is Mary Cole. The group leaders
the children have brought stuffed are Algle Mazzeo, Richard Cum costumes planned. Mothers and
Dads, we are expecting you to at
animals for an exhibit.
mings and Mary Soule.
tend our Thanksgiving Program.
Much interest has been taken in
Grade 4—Mrs. MacDougal
dramatizations of favorite stories.
Mary Doak, Bertha Smith, Pa Save an afternoon for Grade 5,
One child tells the story and then tricia Kirk and Mary Kirk have re Tyler School.
Plymouth Rock has arrived and
acts as coach to the children par turned to school after being absent
the
date says 1620. Who will be
ticipating in the play.
because of the mumps. Donna
Grade 1—Miss Webster
Smallwood is still absent because our Mary Chilton? She was first
to step from a boat to Plymouth
Alice Cole and Pamela Harring of them.
ton celebrated their birthdays re
Red berries and pine make a very Rock, so history claims.
cently. They drew and colored i attractive bouquet on our piano. Benner Hill School—Mrs. Nelson
pretty cakes.
We were pleased to have many
They were given to us by Richard
Ten mothers visited us during I Cummings, a third grade pupil.
parents visit school during Na
Education Week. Mrs. Carr, our
Thanksgiving baskets have been tional Education Week.
last year's sub primary teacher, was originally decorated and filled with
Leaf booklets have been com
also a visitor.
colorful fruit. They add very much , pleted by grade four. They consist |
On Wednesday the children en to the brightness of our room.
of pressed and mounted leaves (
joyed having a parade. Each car
We were very pleased to take part gathered in the vicinity of the !
ried a small flag. They marched ln the Parent-Teachers' Association Cf the school.
around the school grounds singing Council meeting held recently at I “Dumbo Of the Circus" is the
"Dear Flag of Our America."
the High School. A Doll Show was title of a new book on our reading
Grade 2—Mrs. Rogers
put on by Judith Savoy, Alice Lord, table. There is also a magazine,
Halloween
afternoon,
Bonnie Barbara Day, Janice Black, Pa. "Jack and Jill,” brought by Betty
Rackliff and Barry Ellis surprised tricia Kirk, Florence Withee and Conway.
GODDESS
their class with a party. Delicious Rose Marie Snowdeal. A vocal solo,
Jeanne Call is the leader of |
of TIME
refreshments, in keeping with the by Richard Mitchell, dressed in an opening exercises for this week, j
17 J.W.Z.
day were served by the young host Uncle Sam’s costume, was part of
A Halloween party was enjoyed
$3750
and hostess, assisted by their teach the program.
by all the children. John Stratton:
er. Many thanks to Bonnie and
National Book Week has been ob contributed to the party by present
Barry.
served to several ways. A trip to ing us with a decorated Halloween !
The November birthday celebra the Public Library where Miss Rog cake.
tions are those of: Daniel Davey, ers, librarian, showed us around and
Bonnie Rackliff, Brian Smallwood, explained the various rooms to us
Carol Cross, June Willis, Nancy was very worth while. A parade of
"favorite books from home" was
Spaulding and Warren Peterson.
ANY SIZE
The drawings which Miss Hutch held one day and large posters
On Order at
ins chase to display in the hall, to showing each child’s favorite book
observance of National Art Week, are displayed about the room.
THE COURIER-GAZETTE
were those of Bonnie Billings, David
In connection with our "Visit To

SAYS SHE WOULDN'T SWAP

ROCKLAND GRADE SCHOOLS
Grade 2, Mrs. McLellan

Mary Carr and Caroline Chatto
celebrated Joint birthdays at school
November 2. The "Happy Birth
day" song was sung and the toy
cake was lighted. Each child deco
rated his own paper birthday cake.
Lois Duncan brought an attrac
tive plant for our plant shelf.

An interesting art lesson with a
real purpose was taught by Miss
Hutchins
recently.
The
at
tractive colored baskets made by
the class were used as favors at
the County Teachers’ Convention
November 10.
Recent leaders for our morning
exercises were: Gloria Fields. San
dra Rytky, Brian Butler and
Kathryn Argyle .
William Oliver, Alice Philbrook.
and Lorraine Robertson are the
room helpers for this week.
William Oliver brought an inter
esting puzzle of farm animals. We
enjoyed putting it together.
Grade 3, Miss Gordon

The third grade was very happy
to have a part in making nut bas
kets for the Knox County Conven
tion. They were made during Miss
Hutchin's art period.
Elizabeth
Sulides had a colored poster chosen
for the bulletin board display in
the hall during National Art Week.
Our room helpers this week are
Ralph Rackliff. Priscilla Smith, and
Delores Kaler.
Leo Chase and Robert Kaler
have made a built up panel Indian
poster this week. It is colorful
and well done. Ronald Murray
and Robert Achorn are working on
one showing Indians making blan
ket designs.
Nell Hoffses made a cut-out In
dian poster of original design.
We dramatized an Indian story
during our language period today.
The parts were taken b.v Dorothy
Childs Earlene Sayward, Wood
bury Post. Robert Hunt and San
dra Sylvester. Verna Studley, Ja
nice Phillips, and David Craig are
on a committee to plan our Book
Week activities.
Grade 3, Miss Kimball

Steven Crocker is now attending
Clark’s Island Grammar School.
Victor Daniello and Joseph Terrio are now back at school after
having mumps.
Joanne Grispi recently brought
two beautiful dolls dressed in the
costumes of France and Belgium.
A tool chest was brought to class
and the various tools were discussed
by Holman Davis.
Regina Hyland has already

TO THE ELECTORS
CITY OF ROCKLAND, MAINE

You are hereby notified and
warned to meet at the Ward
Rooms Ln your respective Wards,
on Monday, December 5, 1949;
and then and there cast your
ballots for one Councilman lone
year term I, one Councilman
(three year term I, one Member
Of. School Board, two Trustee-,
of the Roekland School District.
Wardens and Ward Clerks.
The polls on such Election Day
will be open at eight o'clock in
the forenoon, and remain open
ontll seven o'clock in the after
noon. when they shall be closed.
GERALD C. MARGESON,
City Clerk.
114-lt

Tuesflay-Ttiursday-SatifftBj

OFFICE OF CITY CLERK
ROCKLAND, MAINE

ln accordance with Section 1106 of Article XI
of the City Charter, the following have filed nomin
ation papers for the offices listed below for the elec
tion to be held December 5, 1949.
member of city council
3 Year Term
OSGOOD A. GILBERT
85 Pleasant Street
ROBERT J. MEEHAN
13 Talbot Avenue
MEMBER OF CITY COUNCIL
1 Year Term
LINCOLN E. McRAE. JR.
i«o North Mato Street
GEORGE W. WOOD, JR.
320 Limerock Street
RICHARD D. SPRING
96 Camden Street
MEMBER OF SCHOOL BOARD
HENRY MARSH
78 Talbot Avenue
GILMORE W. SOULE
52 Gay Street
TRUSTEES OF SCHOOL DISTRICT
SAMUEL W. COLLINS, JK.
90 Beech Street
ROBERT W. HUDSON
56 Masonic Street
WARD ONE
WARDEN
WARD CLERK
WARD TWO
WARDEN
WARD CLERK
WARD THREE
WARDEN
WINIFRED C. KARL
11 Granite Streeet
WARD CLERK
KATHARINE E. KARL
13 Granite Street
WARD FOUR
WARDEN
MARGARET E. PHILBROOK
46 Union Street
WARD CLERK
VELMA T. MARSH
77 Broad Street
WARD FIVE
WARDEN
BERNIECE L. JACKSON
24 Franklin Street
WARD CLERK
EVELYN GEORGE
331 Pleasant Street
WARD SIX
WARDEN
NATHALIE R. SNOW
24 Fulton Street
WARD CLERK
ADAH ROBERTS
93 Main Street
WARD SEVEN
WARDEN
WARD CLERK
114-lt

But Read Janet Henry’s Letter and See What
You Think About It

must sign the time, with whom we 1
ar e going and where. The escort I
must carry a gun and we have to go i
to the gate to meet him. No men ]
can come in here. We must be in i
at 1.30 as all vehicles have to be off i
the roads from 2 to 5 p. m. It's
plenty late enough for me though.
I have a wonderful maid—Okin
awan—speaks no English so I write
notes on my clothes and she takes ,
them to the office to be read. She j
makes the bed, sweeps, irons per- j
fectly and even mends, and keeps J
my bureau drawers picked up. All j
of this for $4 per month.
The natives are friendly and J
cause no trouble at all. Their vil
lages are all marled off limits, so
we can’t go into (hem without, a
pass. We cannot eat any food from ;
them either.
For recreation, we have movies, j
bingo, and dancing at the clubs al
most every night. There are some
nice beaches around too, I have
been to Ishikawa Beach and it is
beautiful. The water is far too warm
to be refreshing, however. I have
already have been to Suicide Clift
down in the Southern part and Ed- ;
emen village or market. I was glad :
to get out of them.
Red heads and freckles are not
seeir here very often. I ll bet every
Okie came up and patted and
pulled my hair to see whether it
were real. They rubbed tuy arms to
see, of they could, what freckles
were like. I couldn’t get back home

fast enough to get their dirt and
smell washed off.
The women are hard workers.
They carry everything on their
heads. They are very dark skinned.
The babies are wgll taken care of.
They strap them on their backs and
work in the fields that way. The
babies wear very few clothes from
the waist up. The Okies raise rice,
sweet potatoes, sugar, banana?
melons, and that’s all I’ve seen so
far They live mostly on fish and
rice.
Our school started Sept. 8. It
was completely ruined in Gloria.
We begin at 8.30 and may leave at
415, a very long day and I am all
in at night. My room is an old
mess hall. The floor wabbles every
time anyone walks. No lights, very
little ventilation, and no black
boards—mostly children. I’m ndfl
allowed to give numbers so can’t
tell you how many in the school.
All the children come by bus and
it is a job to see that they are aU
on the right one it night. We are
teaching Saturdays to make up for
the lost tiflle and we all hate it.
It’s too hot and too many hours for
little kids. I have the first grade
and feel like a fish out of water.
Thank goodness I have had one
year doing it before.
From the papers scattered on iSy
desk I should say I have written
enough for this time. Do write when
you have time. Letters are great
things to get.
Janet Henry.

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO. |
Farnsworth Memorial Building

ROCKLAND, ME.,

352 MAIN ST.,

TEL. 980
114-115

SULKA JEWELERS
RONA

Snole Chom

Q75
~ *

BractUt

HER EXCELLENCY “A

2i

$4 950

HIS EXCELLENCY

“XX”

21

Jtwtlt

$4950

RulOv*
HIS EXCELLENCY “UU1

2IJ.w.f«

Ctpontiot Band ’/P

SUSAN

SQUADRON
17 Jtwtlt

*^r*55c

THt

s most popular
OIL
FLOOR FURNACE

Tain It easy—«top firetending drudgery—yet have
* better-heated houae. Cole
man Oil Floor Furnace aits
in the floor, ia easy to inatall
quickly. Burna low coat oil.
No fuel to carry, no ashea
to meaa up the houae. Wa
have a size to give YOUR
home, too, real “warm-floor"
heat at low coat Listed by
Underwriters* Laboratories.
See ual

Pen and
Pencil Sets
From

$3.45

SmarnSP**

Costume Jewelry

From $1.20

Lady’s
Birthstone Ring

$5.95

Prices toclude Federal Tax

DO YOUR

Coleman

CHRISTMAS
SHOPPING EARLY

OIL Floor Furnace
tow »

OHM”*®

393 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.,

COMPTON’S
TELEPHONE 1135
17 PARK STREET,

___ _

ROCKLAND, MAINE

I

4

RUBBER STAMPS

AUTOMATIC OIL HEAT
Now Costs So Little!

I
I

WE INVITE YOUR

TEL. 1450

Diamond Onyx

